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Traffic
 
light  
issue
 
taken
 to streets
 
By Vivian 
Bejarin
 
DAII SIAFF 
WRI I I 
Fifteen  minutes before noon 
John Wilhelmsson, a 
philosophy
 
graduate 
student and student 
assistant for the 
Learning Assis-
tance Resource Center, signed off 
from work to 
participate  in the 
protest
 that took place 
outside the 
Student 
Services  Center on the 
corner of Ninth and San Fernando 
streets on Wednesday. 
Wilhelmsson  was among the 
coalition of faculty members, 
union members and students who 
gave up half their lunch 
period  to 
participate.  
"I think it's sad that
 we don't 
have protests more often. I hope 
this will bring a new spirit to the 
university," Wilhelmsson said. 
"The only way to get our voices 
heard is to take it out to the 
streets." 
Maribel 
Martinez,  the Associat-
ed Students director of campus
 cli-
mate affairs, was also at the 
protest asking people to sign the 
traffic light  petition. 
"This is an 
important
 issue to 
students," said Martinez, who is a 
junior majoring in political sci-
ence.
 "I heard about 
this  at the 
Associated 
Students  
meeting
 
Wednesday."
 
Linda Reeves, a 
member
 of the 
California
 State Employment
 
Association, made 
sure  that par-
ticipants were 
given  caution tape 
to wear across their 
bodies  and 
papers 
with  the protest chants. 
Megaphone in hand, Reeves led 
thc group of protestors across the 
street with 
chants, including 
"What a pity that the city can't 
give 
us a 
light."
 
In the 
middle of the intersec-
tion, with cars and 
buses waiting 
on both 
sides,
 the group members 
stood together as Reeves asked, 
"What  do we want?" 
"A traffic light," the group 
shouted. 
"How do we get it?" 
Reeves 
David Baton / Dail% "'fall 
A traffic
 
accident
 at South Eighth and East
 San 
Salvador streets left a woman's 
truck  
flipped
 
Wednesday.  No injuries were
 reported in the
 two
-vehicle  accident. 
Collision
 
shuts  down
 San
 
Salvador
 
11 11. Zurich & Michelle 
Jew  
DAWN SlAil LT/111*s 
Some 
students  in Washburn 
and  Royce Halls 
said 
they were startled early Wednesday afternoon when they 
heard two cars colliding 
near the intersection of Eighth 
and East San
 Salvador streets. 
"I heard a  loud crash from my dorm room," 
said
 
Chiqui Guevara. a resident
 of Washburn Hall. "I was 
like, 'I gotta see this.' " 
The accident was caused when a silver Toyota 
pickup  
truck was exiting a university
 parking lot on Eighth 
Street near the Dining Commons. 
A green 
Honda Accord, carrying two passengers, was 
traveling on San Salvador Street 
when  it collided with 
the truck about 1:30 p.m., police said. 
Sugam Tiku, 
a sophomore majoring in computer engi-
neering, said she saw the accident. 
'The green
 Honda didn't brake," Tiku said. 
"The
 truck 
overturned." 
San 
Jose
 Police Officer Kirk Wilson said, "The Honda 
hit the side of the truck and caused
 it to flip." 
According to San Jose 
Police,
 it was a low -speed colli-
sion, no 
injuries were reported, and the truck 
was at 
fault. 
The truck was 
flipped
 on its top, its windshield 
cracked and 
the  driver-side windows shattered. 
1?olice said brake and transmission
 fluid leaked from 
the truck as it was returned to 
an upright position. 
The Honda
 was totaled with its trunk open 
and  tires 
deflated.
 
The front end was smashed 
with half of its bumper 
leaning forward and resting on the
 gmund. 
The driver and
 her passenger,  Ana Le,
 sat on the side-
walk next to it. 
Le, a freshman 
majoring  in business 
management, 
said  the driver of the truck 
did  not see the Honda. 
"She came out
 too fast," she said. 
The driver 
of
 the truck refused 
to comment. 
Her vehicle was 
towed from the scene on 
a flatbed. 
Brian Low, 
a freshman computer
 engineering major,
 
said he heard
 the collision from his 
rooin  in Royce Hall. 
He said accidents 
at
 the intersection of 
Eighth and 
East San Fernando
 streets are not 
uncommon.  
"Last semester
 there was a 
hit-and-run,"
 Low said. 
Guevara
 said she 
thinks  the 
intersection
 is danger-
ous. 
"They should
 do something
 about that," 
Guevara  said. 
Alumna  shares 
Manzanar  
experiences  
t in 
iliguchi
 
Dui', NI \II VaIMIK 
Students
 sat shoulder -to-shoul-
der 
Wednesday
 listening
 to San 
Jose
 State University 
alumna
 
Jeanne Wakatsuki
 Houston speak
 
of her 
childhood
 experiences in 
Manzanar,
 a Japanese internment 
camp. 
Houston
 spoke to 
Professor 
Harvey  
Gotliffe's
 mass communi-
cations
 
class
 in Dwight
 Bentel 
Hall, 
Room  213 
about
 her autobi-
_ 
ography  
"Farewell
 to Manzanar."
 
"To 
me it was 
really  
interesting
 
because
 
we read 
the book, and to 
see
 her in 
person 
helps  you 
to 
realize 
that it 
really 
happened."
 
said 
senior  
advertising  
major  
 
"I wanted it to 
be
 a personal story 
that would 
educate,  but also tell the 
emotional
 side 
of it." 
Jeanne Wakatsuki Houston, 
Author of "Farewell to Manzanar" 
Amparo  Mendoza. 
Other students,
 many of whom 
were of Japanese decent, also 
attended. 
They packed in the back of the 
small classroom because Houston 
had a cold and could not project in 
a 
larger  room. 
"She's 
inspirational,  and an 
awesome speaker," said Lori Hane-
ly, a junior majoring in magazine 
journalism. "She brought the book 
to 
life."
 
In the intimate setting, Hous-
ton spoke like a grandmother 
passing stories on to her children. 
She addressed
 her love for how 
the campus
 has grown since she 
was 
a student. 
"I'm  astonished to 
see how thv 
campus has 
changed,  but especial-
ly how much the students have 
changed," Houston said. 
Houston 
said
 she majored in 
 
See  HOUSTON.
 Page 6 
Author Jeanne 
Wakatsuki  
Houston, a San Jose 
State Uni-
versity  alumna, spoke to stu-
dents in a mass 
communications  
class Wednesday. Houston is 
best known for 
her book, 
"Farewell To 
Manzanar,"  an auto-
biography
 about her experiences 
in 
a Japanese internment camp. 
asked.
 
"We fight and fight." the group 
answered. 
Toby Borrero, a senior majoring 
in sociology,
 said he was aware 
of 
the protest 
because
 he works in 
the
 Student Services Center. 
"The funny thing is 
that
 some 
people 
don't  know about it. I walk 
 See 
PROTEST,  Page 6 
Jones  
gives
 
advice
 
about
 
success
 
11) Karen Kahiling 
DART STAFF 
WHIM  
If someone 
tells you "no," try to 
find
 
ways
 
around it. 
That was just one 
tip Terre! Jones, 
the San 
Francisco '49ers 
strength  
development  
coordinator,
 told human
 
performance 
students  Tuesday 
in
 Spar-
tan 
Complex
 Central, 
Room  68. 
Sarah  Westfall, 
who  teaches an 
introductory 
human  performance class,
 
said she 
designed  her class 
to
 connect 
students 
with  the professions
 that 
interest
 them. 
"I really try to 
get them off a good 
start,  to get them 
connected," 
Westfall  
said. 
Jones,
 a San Jose State 
University  
alumnus, said he has been fortunate 
with his career and wanted to share 
his  
experiences 
with
 others. 
He advised the students. that once 
they find what they want to do, to vol-
unteer as much
 as they possibly can to 
"enhance any chance of getting where 
you 
want
 to be." 
He also said they should keep tabs
 
on paperwork because there's always a 
possibility that things can be mis-
placed. 
Sports have 
always been a  part of 
his life, Jones said. It was 
because he 
loved sports so 
much that he knew a 
career  in sports and 
conditioning  would 
be perfect 
for him. 
With a degree in criminal justice 
from the University
 of North Dakota 
under his belt, Jones said he 
moved  
from Minnesota to California to pursue 
his dreams. 
Easier said than done, he said. 
Like many students, Jones had a 
run  
of problems 
before  he attended San 
Jose State University 
in 1996. 
He studied 
kinesiology with an 
emphasis  in movement science 
because 
the university
 did not offer a concentra-
tion in strengthening and conditioning, 
 See JONES. Page 6 
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Mind
-boggled  
and upset by rice 
rockets 
SJSU Health 
Center 
is an 
essential
 but 
overlooked
 
place 
perhaps
 
students  at San Jose 
State  University 
don't have the time,
 or maybe they think 
they're invincible
 to illness and 
disease.  
The  truth is, however, 
that people get sick, 
and 
the 
Student
 
Health
 Center 
has a purpose  to help 
students  
at SJSU 
stay 
healthy.
 
Despite
 this, on Feb. 14, 
when the health 
center
 
sponsored
 Vaccine Day, it 
faced a disappointing
 reac-
tion 
from 
the 
student  
body. 
Of the 
nearly 27,000 
individuals  who attend 
this 
university,
 
62
 showed
 up at 
the Barrett Ballroom in 
the Student 
Union  to receive 
immunization 
shots.  
The shots were 
administered  for 
$85,
 and were to 
help 
to prevent 
meningococcal  
meningitis,  a 
disease
 
that 
strikes about
 3,000 
Americans  each 
year, 
according
 to 
the American College Health Associa-
tion.  
The health association 
estimated that 100 to 
125  
cases
 
of
 the
 
disease
 occur annually
 on college cam-
puses and five
 to 15 infected 
students  die as a result
 
each 
year. 
Contracting
 the disease can 
result in permanent
 
brain
 
damage,
 hearing loss, learning disability, limb 
amputation,  kidney
 failure or 
death.
 
This 
is
 serious.
 
SJSU
 is housing about 2,100
 students within its 
seven
 Residence Halls 
this  semester, according
 to 
Housing  Services. In 
addition
 to the fraternity 
and  
sorority houses,
 where living 
quarters  are also 
small,  students are at risk 
of catching meningococcal
 
meningitis.
 
The Student Health Center mailed pamphlets 
filled with 
information about the disease and the 
benefits of 
vaccination to students and their parents 
this semester. It's taking action to 
help people pro-
tect themselves against the bacteria of this poten-
tially deadly disease, which can spread by a simple 
sneeze, cough or direct contact with an infected per-
son. 
The Daily realizes that college life can be difficult 
 that juggling classes, exams, homework and jobs 
has a tendency to wear students down. 
But nothing is more important than students' 
well-being because it's common knowledge that 
before they can pass their classes, graduate or suc-
ceed in careers, they must be alive and well. 
So remember that along with a solid education, 
SJSU offers health services to its students. 
Take advantage of 
them  your life may depend 
on 
it. 
 
Quote 
for  the 
Daily: 
"Since 
love and fear can hardly 
exist together, 
if we must choose 
between them, it is far safer to be 
feared than 
loved."  
- Niccolo 
Machiavelli,  
"The Prince" 
Ibelieve
 it was Descartes who said, 
"I 
think, therefore I rant." Well, 
I've been thinking. Thinking about 
one night in particular. 
It was last semester, late in the 
evening, and I was walking home from 
the Daily and decided to cut 
through  
the Seventh Street 'garage. As I was 
minding my own
 business, a car came 
zooming  into the garage/police sta-
tion/fast-food 
restaurant/spa
 at a 
speed that was a little too quick for 
those friendly confines. 
The driver hit his breaks when he 
got to one of those strategically placed 
speed bumps. It took 
him  about a 
minute to get his lowered car over the 
bump. His sideways -driving technique 
rivaled Austin
 Powers'. 
Finally, he 
made it and then 
punched his 
pedal as if it was the 
beginning of the Indy 500. His car 
made some weird noises, almost like 
the whine of a lawnmower. He went 
all of about 10 
feet before he hit his 
brake and did the speed bump thing 
again. 
I figured out the pattern: Punch 
gas. Make noise. Drive 10 feet. Stop. 
Take an eternity on the speed bump. 
Do it all again. 
Gosh, I hate rice rockets. 
Oh, you aren't familiar with that 
term? Let me explain. sure you've 
seen them around campus. 
MIKE 
OSEGUEDA 
It's a car, usually an Acura or 
Honda, neatly decorated in a manner 
that would make Delta Burke and her 
"Designing Women" counterparts 
proud. 
They have mufflers that are big 
enough to hold a spare tire. They are 
covered with enough stickers to put 
any 8-year-old's Pokemon collection to 
shame.  
I can't forget the spoilers, 
which do 
exactly what the name says  spoil a 
perfectly good car and make it look 
more like a shopping cart. 
And their sound is distinct. They 
sound constipated when they acceler-
ate. 
Now before you call me a racist  
since a majority of these cars are
 dri-
ven by young Asians  hear me out. 
I say most of the people who drive 
these cars are a little wrong in the 
head regardless of their race. Besides, 
SON  
OF 
"PON'T-ASK,
 
DON'T
-TELL
 
Letters  
Agreeing  
that
 Americans 
Parking
 introduces
 newest 
do 
need 
to
 re
-prioritize  concern:
 
impolite  
behavior 
Tins
 
is in response to 
Emily B. 
Zurich's 
opinion piece,
 which 
was 
published  in the
 Feb. 
20 issue of Spartan Daily. 
I just wanted to 
reiter-
ate your  point. I, as well, 
do not support the death 
penalty. 
I think it is an 
easy way to make people 
feel good about themselves 
despite the fact that it 
does nothing to bring the 
lives of the victims back.
 
However,  our priorities 
are  mixed up. 
When I heard the story 
of Leo 
(whose
 name, 
I 
might add, 
is more well-
known
 than that of the 
lit-
tle 
girl,  Xiana 
Fairchild, 
whose
 remains 
were  found 
this 
year) and 
how 
more
 
than 
$100,000  
was accu-
mulated for the arrest of 
Leo's murderer, I nearly 
fainted. 
Although it shows that 
Americans have compas-
sion, it is for all the wrong 
things. 
Had this 
money been 
spent on finding the cold-
hearted pervert who 
attacked and killed Xiana, 
or the man 
who abducted 
Polly 
Klaas,  it is possible 
that 
justice  might have 
been served. 
Nevertheless,
 let us not 
complain but 
hope that 
kind
 Americans will 
one 
day straighten 
out their 
priorities. 
Jake 
Huether  
senior 
mechanical engineering 
When
 I drove near the 
Seventh  Street 
garage one
 day, a 
police officer on foot stopped 
my car and said, "The garage 
is closed. Park in 
a different 
lot." 
No reasons were given on 
why
 it was closed. 
I didn't 
demand an explanation from 
the rude officer 
because  I'd 
given up hope for
 this park-
ing system. 
I was 
late  for class that 
morni  ng. 
I thought if 
anyone  asked 
why I was late,
 I would strike 
back with, 
"'l'here  weren't 
any parking spots, so 
there!"  
But 
no
 one asked why I 
was late 
that day. Everyone
 
k new. 
I'm not bitter 
about the 
availability of 
parking  struc-
tures and parking spots. 
Nevertheless,
 I must say 
that a lack of respect was what 
got me to write this letter. 
Whenever 
there  is an 
event at the Event Center, 
visitors are 
treated like 
gods. Five dollars per car can 
bring in way more money 
than those pitiful student 
parking permits. 
It raised a question in my 
mind: "Is our school putting 
money over students?" 
I don't have a solution for 
our parking issue, but I do 
know that my mission at this 
educational institution 
is to 
learn, park
 and be respected. 
Timothy Tuo Li 
junior 
industrial 
system  
engineering
 
I know plenty
 of rice rocketeers who 
are not 
Asian.  
So, unless "stupidity" is 
a race, 
don't get mad 
and write letters saying 
I'm a racist. 
I challenge anyone to take a look 
around. These cars are 
everywhere.  In 
our garages, on the freeway and, 
soon,  
coming to the silver screen. 
I was
 at the movie theater a few 
weeks ago when a preview
 for a movie 
called "The 
Fast
 and the Furious" 
played.
 
It appears to 
be a tale about the 
weekend 
tradition
 of illegal street 
races that these
 drivers pride them-
selves  on. 
That oughta 
be exhilarating. 
I don't know if 
it will make money, 
however, since anyone can drive down 
to McCarthy Ranch in Milpitas or 
Montague Expressway on a Friday or 
Saturday night and 
see the show for 
free. 
Of 
course,  someone got a little too 
happy during the preview 
and yelled 
out, "Imports rule." 
This incident not 
only made him 
look dumb, but also proved my "stu-
pidity" theory. 
It's not like I really needed more 
examples, I know enough about this 
stuff
 already. 
Back in our 
high
 school days my 
group of friends used 
to
 frequent their 
"races." 
 
The first 
time it was 
entertaining.  
After
 that, the antics 
at the races 
turned comedic. 
For those 
of you who have
 never 
had the pleasure, I'll 
take
 the drama ' 
out of it for you. 
Two
 white Acura Integras
 line up 
side -by -side on 
an
 abandoned road 
and race, only to prove
 who has the ' 
faster white Integra. 
The winner gets nothing, 
except 
maybe a ticket when the cops find the 
secret race location. 
And that's not too hard,
 considering  
they go to the same four 
places 
each..
 
weekend.
 
The real problem, however, is the ' 
aesthetics of the cars  or lack thereof 
I wonder why 
they make their cars - 
look ugly for 
races  that mean 
absolutely nothing. 
Especially when 
they have 
to drive around looking 
like 
idiots for the 
other  five days of 
the 
week. 
And while I don't know all the'. 
answers,
 I know enough about rice 
rockets that 
I think I can make my 
own movie. 
"The Slow and the Stupid" sounds 
good.
 
Mike Osegueda is the Spartan 
Daily Executive Editor 
"Oz-mosis"  appears Thursdays. 
University  living up to its 
centuries -old Spartan name 
Since
 a young age, I was told that the 
only constant thing in life is change. 
And 
lately, the truth of that has never 
been more 
apparent.  
We seem 
to
 be attending a university at a 
time when change is especially all around 
us. 
Remedial classes are being threatened. 
Music 
classes  have been eliminated or 
fewer sections are being taught, forcing 
many music majors to change to the generic 
"creative arts" degree or risk spending the 
next 10 years 
trying  to get their bachelor's 
degree in music. 
The 
brick dorms are going to get razed to 
build better, bigger residences
 for faculty 
and students. 
A new library is being built (how can any-
one forget with that constant pounding?), 
and soon other buildings will be constructed 
on campus that will house classrooms and 
offices as well as rent -paying businesses. 
And the Spartan Daily, along with other 
journalism departments, is cutting costs 
and 
restructuring.  
All of this is happening for one reason: 
money. 
Money the university doesn't have or 
money the school wants to have  either 
way, it 
comes down to the almighty dollar. 
I am not so naive as to expect anything 
less  that's how the world works, like it or 
not. Yet it is disheartening to see the direc-
tion that the need or lack of money has 
taken us. 
Let me tell you a true story that some of 
you may recognize. 
There were two groups of people who 
lived in neighboring lands but had com-
pletely 
different
 lifestyles. 
In one of these lands, the people sent 
their boys to military camps at the age of 7. 
These 
people  left their unhealthy newborn 
babies to die 
on a hillside. 
They had no interest in farming, litera-
ture, art, business, trade or improving their 
way  of life. 
They were ruled by kings, and only aris-
tocrats were 
citizens. 
Slaves
 did all the farming, while citizens 
concentrated on creating the ultimate mili-
tary 
machine. 
In the other land, the people had a con-
stitution, and freedom
 of speech was insti-
tuted. 
Starting when boys were 7 years old, 
they were taught writing, mathematics and 
music. 
Sculpture and other arts were encour-
aged, and every
 male learned a trade. 
The people 
also built a remarkable navy 
of well -funded 
warships. 
Sound familiar? 
The former were called Spartans and the 
latter
 were called Athenians, and both lived 
around 500 B.C. 
I was baffled years
 ago when I first heard 
that San Jose State 
University's mascot was 
the 
Spartans.  
Why would anyone want to be associated 
with them? 
Then I realized it 
was  desirous to link' 
your  sports tesuns to a conquering people, 
but  I still didn't like it. 
 
I didn't think it was fitting to 
invoke the 
name of a single-minded, greedy, war-driven 
people in regard to an institution of higher . 
learning. 
But lately I've been thinking
 that the 
university's 
identification  with Sparta 
couldn't be more fitting. 
Budget constraints
 and decreased enroll-
ments 
in
 art, music and journalism depart-
ments have resulted in 
cutbacks  and  
nation of classes,
 while enrollments burgeon 
in the technology fields. 
It's no 
coincidence  that a career in the 
arts or journalism, among others, 
are not 
going to make you rich, while 
Silicon Val-
ley's 
high-tech industry mints several 
mil-
lionaires per day. 
Most oboe players, 
artists,  writers, 
dancers and actors do it because they 
love it, 
not because they want to pull 
in a six -figure-
plus salary for the rest of 
their  lives. 
I'm not saying all students pursuing 
an 
engineering or computer 
programming  
degree are in it only for the 
money, nor am I 
suggesting that students in those majors
 
aren't taking classes in the arts. 
But,  some of the recent
 changes and cut-
backs on this campus lead
 me to think that 
some students and powers -that -be only cares, 
about money. 
 
Eventually, if the trend 
continues, SJSIf--
could become a technical training
 collegegi,` 
with the 
single-minded  goal of fueling 
con Valley's tech industry. 
The arts, humanities 
and journalism wi 
be forgotten. 
Newspapers,  magazines, 
orchestras an 
choirs will disappear. 
As our creative 
outlets
 diminish, our 
become very Spartan
 indeed. 
There are a few things
 in life that are.. 
really worth living for. 
Those  include the ; 
people  you love and the things
 we love to do. 
Music, dance, 
theater,  sports, poetry, art, 
; 
literature    these are the things
 that give 
life its color, its vivacity. 
The people of Athens knew
 this. We'd chi ; 
best not to forget it. 
 s 
' 
Monica L. Ewing 
is a Spartan 
Daily 
Production  Editor . 
"The Way It Is" appears Thursdays.
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ter to the editor 
A letter
 to the editor is a 
200 -word
 
response
 to an 
issue or point of view that has  
appeared in the Spartan Daily. 
Submissions  become
 the 
propern 
of the 
Spartan
 Daily arid may 
be edited for 
clarity'.  grammar. libel and  length 
Submissions
 
must  
contain
 the author's name, 
address, phone number, signature and major. 
Submissions
 may be put in the Letters
 to the Editor box at the 
Spartan Daily 
Office in Dwight Bente! Hall 
Room  209, sent by fax to 
(408)924-3237.
 e-mail at 
SDAILYtkimc.sjsu.edu
 or mailed
 to the Spartan Daily Opinion 
Editor,  
School  of 
Journalism 
and Mass Communications.
 San 
Jose 
State 
llniversity.
 One Washington 
Square, San Jose,
 CA 95192-0149 
Editorials  are written by, and are the consensus of, the
 Spartan Daily edi-
tors. not the staff. 
Published opinions 
and  advertisements do not nece.ssarily 
reflect the views of thc 
Spartan 
Daily the School of Journalism and 
Mass
 communications or SJSU. 
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False 
views
 
and
 opinions 
on 
homosexuality
 are 
clarified  
In
 a 
letter  
printed  
in the
 Feb. 
15
 
edition
 of 
the 
Spartan  
Daily,
 junior
 
nutrition  
major 
Christiana
 
Norris
 
surprisingly
 
challenged us, 
students
 and fac-
ulty,
 to be 
as 
accepting
 of 
Chris-
tianity
 as we are 
of
 
homosexual-
ity.  
It 
is
 
surprising  
that 
any 
Christian should 
feel
 the 
need 
to beg 
for  
acceptance
 equal to 
that 
of
 homosexuals.
 
If they 
suffered
 the same 
amount
 of 
intolerance
 that 
homosexuals  
do, 
Christians
 
w,ould  not 
be able 
to 
marry,
 
would 
suffer  
discrimination
 at 
work,  would
 not be 
able to 
adopt  in 
certain 
states,  and 
w.ould be 
more
 prone to 
hate
 
cTimes.
 
It 
always
 surprises 
me that 
despite  higher 
education, 
some  
really intelligent
 people can still
 
make such 
uneducated
 and ill-
informed 
statements.
 
With all due 
respect, Ms. Nor-
ris' opinion 
regarding 
homosex-
uality  is very flawed.
 
First of 
all, homosexuals
 do 
net worship
 sex. As a 
matter  of 
fact, some 
homosexuals  worship
 
God, 
not just in word
 but in 
action.
 
Unlike
 many 
belligerently  
righteous
 Christians,
 gays do 
not
 go around 
condemning  other
 
people
 who are 
different.  
Secondly, 
homosexuality  
is 
not, by any 
stretch of 
the  defini-
tion, a 
belief
 system. 
There are no 
homosexuality 
churches,
 people 
aren't  baptized
 
homosexuals,  and there is 
no 
gay bar mitzvah. Nihilism, 
Christianity, Taoism, Buddhism 
and Communism, yes, those are 
examples of belief systems. 
Homosexuality is not. 
The term homosexual is 
applied to a group of diverse 
people who feel 
naturally 
attracted to persons 
of the same 
sex. And there is no sin in that. 
I commend Christiana Norris 
for challenging us to become as 
accepting of groups whose opin-
ions we may dislike as we are of 
groups 
and opinions we champi-
on. 
Our country would 
be a much 
more just 
society if everyone 
subscribed 
to the belief that 
everyone is 
entitled to life, liber-
ty and the pursuit 
of happiness 
regardless of whether
 they are 
gay, straight, 
Christian  or athe-
ist. 
Let us challenge ourselves to 
make educated rather than ran-
dom opinions. 
On the subject of homosexu-
als, perhaps we can all try to get 
to know and befriend a few
 gay 
people before passing judgment, 
condemnation
 or uttering lies 
about something they don't even 
know.  
A smart opinion is always 
better 
than an ill-informed one. 
Mark
 
Trout's
 
words  
come 
from
 God's 
book,
 the 
Bible  
I.
 have a 
brief  comment  
-: on the
 editorial 
' response to the
 sup-
posedly anti
-homosexual
 
words spoken 
by a pastor 
who,
 spoke
 on campus. 
Your editorial stated 
that 
students should not 
ban the speaker
 from 
coming 
back  or condemn 
his view. 
I 
totally agree with 
your perspective, but
 I do 
not agree with your rea-
son 
for doing so. 
This is written with a 
compassionate heart and 
. with the truth 
of God's 
word, the 
Bible.
 
The pastor was not 
expressing his own view 
or opinion. 
For those unfamiliar 
with the Bible, it is diffi-
cult to understand that 
God 
wrote  the book. 
We are talking about 
a 
God 
who loves his 
cre-
ation.  
The
 
message  speaks to 
every human heart, then 
by some great move, 
God  
changes
 people. 
The
 greatness of God is 
that 
he doesn't make 
Christopher J. Barros 
senior
 
history
 
robots
 
He gives us a choice to 
become his. 
His words give us 
strength and guidance. 
They 
help us to live this 
brief life on earth. Where 
we spend eternity is a 
decision we make here in 
this life. 
My hope is that this 
pastor told people God 
loves them and forgives 
them of their sins 
through Jesus Christ. 
He accepts them into 
his family and 
it is he 
who changes people's 
lifestyles.  
If you are reading this 
and want to know this 
loving 
God  who died for 
you, ask him to come into 
your heart 
and  he will. 
He calls himself, the 
great "I am." That is, "I 
am" whatever it is you 
need. 
If you need hope, he is 
hope. 
V E. Oropeza 
senior
 
child development 
Spartaciutide
  
l'oday
 
SJSU Alumni Association 
Deans' 
scholarships'  17 81,250 scholar-
ships available to undergrad
 and grad stu-
dents. Pick up application from any 
desn's 
office, deadline: March 1. For more infor-
mation, call Ivy Low at 
924-6524. 
School of Art and Design 
Student galleries art 
exhibitions,  10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and Industrial 
Studies buildings. 
For more information, 
call John or Nicole at 924-4330. 
Nutrition 
and Food Science 
Department 
Two.for-one Valentine's
 special on the 
latest body composition testing. Cost is 
$5,  
8 a.m. to 10 a.m. in the Central Classroom 
building, Room 221. For more information, 
call Sherry at 
206-7699.
 
sJspirit.org 
Meditation  
guided  and instructional 
 all meditators 
welcome,  4:30 p.m. to 
5:30 p m. at the 
Campus Minustry Chapel, 
located at 300 S. 10th St. For more infor-
mation,  call R. Wharton at 605-1687.
 
Peer 
Health
 Education 
Program
 
We want 
you to be an SJSU peer 
health educator. For more information,
 call 
Veena 
or
 Karts at 924.6136 
ANEMIA, The SJSU 
Film
 Club 
Are
 you in the mood for love? Check 
out ''Harold and Maude" 
(19711,
 the ulti-
mate romantic story. Free admission, free 
hearts, 9 p.m. in Sweeney 
Hall,  Room 100. 
For more information, call Matteo at 286-
4684 
Associated Students 
Online  scholarship applications
 at 
httplischolarships.ajsu.edu.
 For 
more 
information, call
 Maria Murphy at 
924-
6240. 
Catholic 
Campus
 Ministry 
Daily Mass, 12'10 
p.m.
 in the Campus 
Ministry Chapel,
 located at 300 
S. 10th St 
For 
more  information,
 cell Sister 
Marcia  at 
938-1610 
Listening
 Hour 
Concert
 Series
 
Plano
 recital: 
Li.shan  Hung
 performing
 
Schumann  and 
Ravel, 12:30 
p.m. to 1:15 
p m in 
the  Music 
building  Concert
 Hall. 
For
 more 
information,
 call Joan
 Stubbe at 
924.4631 
Inetitute  of 
Management  
Accountants
 
Speaker
 Gary 
Nelson,  RHI 
Manage.  
ment Resources,
 4.30 p m 
to
 5:30 p.m. in 
the Almaden 
room, located 
in
 the Student 
Union 
Friday
 
111.111U Balling
 Club 
Practice,  no experience necessary, 1:30 
p.m. to sunset at Lake Cunningham.
 For 
more
 information, call 
Joanna
 at (6051 
799-3208 or e-mail 
JoDilleyeaol.com.
 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Daily Mass, 12,10 p.m at  the Campus 
Ministry Chapel, located at 10th and San 
Carlos streets. For more informatton, call 
Sister Marcia at 938-1610.
 
Muslim Students Association 
Salatul Juma' and Halaqa,"Congrega. 
tional Prayer and 
Islamic  discussion," 1,15 
p m in the
 Student Council Chambers 
located in the Student Union.
 For more 
information,  call Ratan Hijazi at 738.5940 
or visit 
wwwsjsu.edu/orgs/msa  
Peer 
Health Education Program 
We want you
 to be an SJSU peer 
health educator! For inore 
information, call 
924-6136  or stop by our office, located in 
the Health building. Room
 209 
Sunday
 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Gospel Concert, 5'40 p.m. All are invit. 
ed to come. 
Sunday
 Masses, 6 p.m. and 8 
p.m. in the chapel, Dinner
 at 7 p.m. in the 
Social Hall at the Campus Ministry Cen-
ter,
 located at 10th and San Carlos streets. 
For more information, call Sister Marcia at 
938.1610. 
Monday 
Leopard Circle African 
Music Society 
Learn
 African and Caribbean drums 
and songs, 4 p.m, to 7 p.m. in the Music 
building,  Room 186. For more information, 
call Julian Gerstin at 924.4660.
 
ejspirit.org 
Meditation  guided and instructional 
 
All meditators welcome, 4:30 p.m. to 
5,30 p.m. at the Campus 
Ministry  Chapel, 
located at 300 S. 10th St. For more infor. 
motion, call R. Wharton at 605-1687. 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Daily Mass, 12:10 p.m in the Campus 
Ministry Chapel, located at 
300  S. 10th St. 
For more information, call Sister Marcia at 
SJSU 
Geology Club 
Speaker Douglas Smith, California 
State University at Monterey Bay aprake 
about "Dirt. The Incontrovertible Link 
Between Geologists and the Clean Water 
Act,' 12.30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m in Duncan 
Hall, Room 306. For more information. call 
Halle Morrison at 924-5232 
MECItA Rasa Day Committee 
Everybody is welcome to our 
meetings  
to contribute 
ideas  to a successful ma day 
for high school
 recruitment, college and 
career  workshop., 2,30 p.m. to 4:30 
p.m in 
the Chicano Resource
 Center, located in 
Modular A. For more 
information,  call 
Antonio  at 15101 715-6113 
Peer Health
 Education 
Program
 
We 
want  you to be an SJSU peer
 
health educator! For more 
information,  call 
924-6136 or stop by our
 office, located in 
the Health 
building. Room 209 
Associated Students 
Online scholarship 
applications
 at 
http://scholarships.sjsu.sdu. 
For more 
information, 
call Maria Murphy at 924. 
6240. 
'I'uesday
 
Scholastic Recruits 
Resume critique 
Be
 prepared for the 
March SJSU Career Fair and
 Internship 
Fair. Bring your resume to have it cri-
tiqued
 by recruiters and hiring managers, 
4:15 p.m. to  5:45 p.m. in the Almaden 
room,
 located in the Student Union For 
more information, call Mime Knestrapel 
at 1510> 673.8177. 
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Students
 did not 
ask  
for a 
new  
recreation  
facility  
and  more
 fees 
Does
 
Associated  
Students
 repre-
sent the 
student  
body? 
I read the article in 
the Spartan
 Daily, dated 
Feb. 
15, concerning the 
fact 
that A.S. is putting 
the recreation center on 
the ballot. 
Mr. De Alba 
stated,  
"We cannot wait 
to
 get 
the land. We 
cannot  wait 
to take a forward step 
and do 
what
 we think 
needs to be done for the 
students."  
I find these com-
ments irresponsible 
and  
unrepresentative of my 
needs as a student here 
at San Jose
 State Uni-
versity. 
This referendum
 pro-
poses a 
graduated
 fee 
increase each year. 
Since no business 
plan has 
been conducted 
for building or operating 
the center, what 
hap-
pens when the 
fee the 
students passed 
doesn't  
pay for its completion
 or 
operation?
 
It will be the stu-
dents who 
will  suffer a 
greater fee 
increase. 
I do not 
remember
 
being asked 
what I, as a 
student, might need,
 
which 
is 
not  another
 
recreational 
facility. 
Yet, I am being asked 
to vote on a fee increas 
when no homework has 
been conducted. 
Associated Students, 
if you truly represent all 
of SJSU's students and 
not just yourself,
 you 
need to go back and ask 
us if we really want this 
facility.  
And, if so, ask exactly 
what we want
 in it. 
Personally, as a full-
time student 
who I8 
financially supporting 
himself I do not want to 
pay for another
 recre-
ational facility when we 
already have one on 
campus. 
Jeremy Cruz 
junior  
radio, television 
and film 
Tired of 
throwing
 
your  
weight  
around?
 
4 
American 
Heart  
Association-1UP  
FighNog Heart Disease 
and Simko
 
Exercise. 
If 
you  
arc  
NN
 hilt VOU
 
Why 
110i  ut 
back
 
on
 fat? 
NOW
 
HIRING!
 
REBEKAH CHILDREN'S SERVICES is looking
 for mental
 health professionals 
and support 
who  embrace a strengths
-based, family -centered 
philosophy 
in working 
with children
 and 
families in a 
wraparound
 approach to keep 
children at home with 
their 
families 
whenever  possible.
 . 
We offer 
competitive  pay,  excellent benefits,
 and ongoing staff training. 
Located
 in 
Gilroy, the campus
 
includes a school, a restored
 1920's era 
main 
building,  
complemented
 by new, but
 similarly designed 
children's
 
residential units
 and a 
recreation
 
building.
 
The following 
positions are 
available,  including opportunities  
for part-time 
employment
 and 
week
-ends:  
 
Wraparound  
Specialist
 
 
Facilitator
 
 
Teacher's
 
Assistant
 
 
Residential
 
Counselor
 
An apparent link between war and sports 
Time
 after time, scientists 
and social scientists have 
determined that sports 
actually  aggravate conflict and 
aggression as well as damage bod-
ies. 
As a former basketball player 
for UC Berkeley, I feel that all 
sports have gone way over the 
limit in the amount of 
violence 
that they ingrain and then pro-
mote. 
With the
 new XFL football 
team, the San 
Francisco
 Demons, 
I.,etters  
the team nickname 
says  it all. 
It was said, "Now the Demons 
will look to change the face of pro-
fessional football." 
As I was 
taught,
 I was playing 
to gain a near
-maniacal  desire to 
win and to physically punish my 
opponent 
in a defeat. 
And 
I'm sure that this team will 
fulfill  this to the end. 
Did you know 
that the 
Nicaragua -El Salvador war, in 
which 20,000 
people were killed, 
started  over a football game? 
In fact, Ernest 
Hemingway,  who 
spent time in 
Latin America and 
Spain, said you could eliminate 
most Latin 
American  wars by sim-
ply banning
 football or soccer. 
See how this competitive sports 
thing has been the
 final stages of 
every great civilization? 
Ted 
Rudow  
credential 
student 
titurF,  
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Spartan
 bats 
quieted
 by Dons'
 pitching 
in 4-2 loss 
By Julian 
J. Ramos 
DAILY STAFF WRITER
 
After beginning
 the season 
on an offensive 
hot -streak, the 
Spartan bats 
have  begun to cool 
off 
The Spartans managed only 
four hits in a 4-2 loss to the Uni-
versity of San Francisco on 
Wednesday at Blethen Field 
Wednesday's Score 
*HY of Son huncisco 4 
Spar to ris 2 
trida, S J SI  11.1 - p 
"We 
weren't  swinging the 
bats well," head coach Sam 
Piraro said. "USF pitched well." 
Sophomore 
Andy
 Cook start-
ed the game and pitched the 
first two innings for the Spar-
tans, giving up 
two hits. 
Senior Jahseam George 
relieved Cook in 
the third and 
gave up the first USF
 run. The 
Dons' 
junior
 center fielder 
Jason Howard was
 on second 
base when senior third base-
man Tag Bozied 
singled
 off of 
George to score Howard as USF 
went 
up
 1-0. 
With USF runners on first 
and second, and nobody out in 
the fourth inning, Piraro went 
to his bullpen and brought in 
freshman Mike Malott to 
replace George. 
With runners  on first and 
second bases,
 a sacrifice bunt 
moved the runners up a base 
each. A single by Howard scored 
junior catcher 
Steve  Booth froni 
third base to increase the Dons' 
lead to 
2-0.  
In the bottom of that inning, 
the Spartans would rally and 
tie 
the game with two outs. 
Back-to-back singles by junior 
right  fielder Jason Van Over 
and junior 
designated  hitter 
Patrick
 Wood put men on the 
base 
paths.
 
Senior first baseman John 
Fagan then doubled off starting 
pitcher freshman Kevin Rose, 
and both runners scored to tie 
the contest at 2-2. 
"I was looking for something 
early in the count to hit," Fagan 
said. "I concentrated on hitting 
a line drive." 
The Spartans would only 
muster one more hit in the 
game. 
"We're disappointed on the 
offensive side,"
 junior shortstop 
Ryan Adams said. "We couldn't 
put anything together." 
The
 Dons scored their 
final 
two runs in the 
sixth  inning off 
freshman 
pitcher  Casey Minis-
ter, who lost his 
first game of 
the 
season.  
Piraro gave 
credit
 to the 
Dons' pitchers for 
their per-
formaqce
 in silencing the Spar-
tan bats. 
"Their pitching
 shut us 
down," he said. "Defensively
 
they 
didn't  make any mistakes." 
The Spartans will try to get 
back in the swing of things this 
weekend
 against visiting 
Texas 
Christian University in West -
SPARTAN
 BASEBALL Box 
NAME  (POS) AB R H 
RBI 
Lopez, 2h 
4 
0 0 
0 
Brucker, cf 3 0 0 
0 
Ruiz, If 
3 
0 1 
0 
Adams, 
ss 4 
0 0 
0 
Van Over, rf 
3 1 
1 0 
Wood,
 dh 4 
1 1 
0 
Fagan,  lb 
3 0 1 
2 
Macchi,
 ph 
100
 
0 
Frandsen, 
3b 3 0 
0 0 
Shorsher, c 1 0 
0 
0 
Ferraro, ph 
i 
0 0 
0 
Bautista, 
c 
0 0 0 
0 
Cook, p 
0 0 
0 
0 
George, p 0 0 0 
0 
Malott, p 0 0 
0 0 
Minister, p 
0 
0 0 
0 
Kauffman,
 p 
0 0 
0 0 
Fuqua,
 p 0 0 0 
0 
TOTALS 30 2 4 
2 
28 - Fagan (3). 
3B- None. 
HR - None. 
PITCHING IP H R ER 
SO 
Cook
 
2 2 0 
0 1 
George 1 
3 2 
2 
2 
Malott  
2 1 0 0 1 
Minister
 1 2 
2 2 
0 
Kauffman 2 1 
0 0 1 
Fuqua
 1 0 0 
0 0 
Time - 
2:43,  Attendance - 323 
ern 
Athletic  Conference play. 
The first game
 of the three -
game 
series  is scheduled for 7 
p.m. Friday at Municipal Sta-
dium. 
San Jose State University third baseman Kevin 
Frandsen  attempted to tag out Armand 
Gaerland  
of the University of San 
Francisco in the fourth 
David
 
Roval Daily Nta.1.1 
inning of 
Wednesday's
 game. The Spartans
 lost to 
the Dons 
4-2 and their 
record  fell to 
6-4-1,
 and 
USF 
improved to 6-4. 
2001 SPARTAN 
BASEBALL  SCHEDULE
 
FEB. 23-25 vs. TCU # 
FEB. 27 AT UC BERKELEY 
MARCH 1-3 VS. HAWAI I # 
MARCH 
6 VS. SANTA CLARA 
MARCH 8 
VS. CHICAGO STATE 
MARCH 9-10 VS. ILLINOIS 
MARCH 16-18 AT RICE# 
MARCH 
20 AT SAINT MARY'S 
MARCH 23-25 AT HAWAI'l # 
MARCH 29-31 AT HAWAI'l-HILO # 
APRIL 3 AT STANFORD 
APR!!  
6-8 Lit 
APRI1 
10 
s. r 
BERKELEY  
APRII 14 
vs.  HAWAI'l PACIEIC* 
APRII 17 Ar SAN IA CLARA 
APRII 20-22 vs. 
NLAADA-Rir,o # 
APRII. 24 AT STANILOW 
APRIL 
27-28  AT Wild 
MAY 1 AI' SAls. I \ 
MAY 3-5 vs.
 11  , 
MAY 11-13 At 
NIA  Al\ -NI , 
MAY 18-20 vs. \  4 
.MAY
 25-27 
NCAA 
REGIONALS  
JUNE 1-3 AT 
NCAA SUPER 
REGIONALS  
JUNE 8-16 AT 
COLLEGE  WORLD 
SERIES  
* INDICATES
 GAME AT BETHEN
 FIELD 
ON
 SOUTH CAMPUS. 
# INDICATES 
WESTERN
 ATHLETIC CON-
FERENCE GAME OR SERIES. 
Baseball team to host TCU, softball squad braves weather 
By Julian J. Ramos 
DAILY STAFF WRIII 
Beginning Friday, the Spar-
tans will begin 
a three -game 
series against 
Texas Christian 
University at Municipal Stadium. 
It is the Spartans'
 first series 
at home against a 
conference  
opponent. TCU is 
7-5 overall and 
3-0 in the Western
 Athletic Con-
ference after a three
-game  series 
sweep of the 
University of 
Hawai'i-Hilo. 
"They are
 a good offensive
 
team,"
 head coach Sam Piraro
 
said. "We'll have 
to be able to 
answer them 
back.  We are going 
to have 
our  hands full." 
Shortstop  Ryan 
Adams
 said a 
good conference 
start is important 
and that the
 games against 
TCU 
are 
a chance for 
the  team to get 
going 
offensively.
 
"It's 
only
 a matter 
of
 time 
before we break 
out of this and 
we'll be there 
in
 the end," he said.
 
Friuzled
 In 
Fresno  
The San 
Jose  State 
University
 
baseball team 
left Fresno on 
Sun-
day 
with  only one win 
in the three-
game 
series  against 
Fresno  State 
University  
The Bulldogs took the first 
game on Friday, 3-2, and the next 
day the Spartans lost 5-3. 
Sunday,  the team won its first 
WAC game of the season. 
Down 4-0 in the top of the sixth 
inning, the 
Spartans  scored three 
runs to cut into the Fresno
 State 
lead. 
Catcher Adam Shorsher's 
first home 
run  of the season and a 
bases loaded
 two-run single by 
designated hitter Patrick Wood 
highlighted the inning. 
In the eighth inning, the Spar-
tans put up four more runs on the 
scoreboard and went
 on to win the 
game 74. Pitcher
 Matt Kauff-
man won his first game of the sea-
son. 
The Spartans' first
 WAC series 
included their first games on the 
road. A game at the J. Carol! Clas-
sic was declared a tie after rain 
stopped play and two remaining 
games in the tournament were 
cancelled. 
"Anytime you go on 
the  road, it's 
a hostile 
environment,"  Piraro 
said. "It's good to win one
 game." 
First baseman John Fagan 
said the team
 had chances to win 
in the first two
 games, but was 
unable to 
capitalize.  
"It was a disappointment," he 
said. 'We didn't play as well as we 
Sharks
 shut
 out 1-0
 after 
Mighty
 Duck 
power 
play 
ANAHEIM,  
Calif. (AP) 
 
Jean-Sebastien
 
Giguere
 earned 
his first 
NHL shutout and
 Oleg 
Tverdovsky  scored 
on
 a power 
play as the 
Anaheim Mighty
 
Ducks  beat the San 
Jose  Sharks 
1-0 
Wednesday  night. 
Giguere's 
24 saves helped
 the 
Ducks 
post consecutive
 victories 
for the
 first time since
 a season -
best three
-game  winning 
streak
 
from Dec. 
13-17. The shutout
 was 
the first 
by a Ducks 
goalie
 since 
Dec.  8 at 
Minnesota,
 when Guy 
Hebert beat the Wild 1-0 in over-
time with the help of Tver-
dovsky's power-play goal. 
Tverdovsky opened
 the scor-
ing at 8:57 of the second period 
during 
a 5 -on
-3 
advantage,
 after 
Bobby Dollas and Mike Rathje 
earned tripping penalties 32 sec-
onds apart for taking down 
Teemu Selanne and Paul Kariya. 
Tverdovsky beat Evgeni Nabokov 
high to the stick side with a one -
timer from 45 feet in the slot, on 
an assist from Teemu Selanne. 
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Junior's mints 
With a walk and a single 
against the University of San 
Francisco on Wednesday, left field-
er Junior Ruiz extended his 
streak
 of reaching base to 80 
straight regular season games. 
The junior from Union City has 
reached base safely on either a hit, 
walk or error during that stretch. 
Down the Coast 
The Spartan 
softball
 tearn will 
travel to Santa Barbara for the 
UC Santa Barbara tournament 
beginning Friday and concluding 
Sunday 
The team is scheduled to 
play
 
Texas A&M University and host 
UCSB on Friday. Saturday's oppo-
nents are scheduled to be UC 
Riverside and Auburn University 
Colorado State University is the 
Spartans' final opponent Sunday. 
The team will be on the road 
almost every weekend in March 
playing tournaments, head coach 
Dee Dee 
Enabenter  said, except 
for the 
National Invitational 
Softball Tournament
 that SJSU 
hosts. 
"What we are doing 
is preparing for confer-
ence games," she said. 
"It's true of every sport 
to play a lot of noncon-
ference games before 
beginning conference 
play."
 
Double Duty 
Scheduled double-
headers
 in baseball are 
a rarity, but they are not 
in softball. The SJSU 
softball  team regularly 
plays games back-to-
back in the same day. 
Enabenter 
said 
that most collegiate teams 
schedule that 
way. 
"Almost every time in softball
 
that you step on the field, it's for 
a doubleheader," she said. 
Regulation games of seven 
innings as opposed
 to nine for 
baseball allow coaches to 
start 
the same pitcher two games in a 
day, Enabenter said. 
"Because of the natural throw-
ing motion in softball, 
there is 
less strain on the arm." she said. 
Around 
he ki 
h0F11  
f ,111111 /tithe/Pan MU/
 Sof thall Note 
A.ae 
Outdoor
 advantage 
While coaching at Division 
III Bridgewater State College 
in Massachusetts. before com-
ing to SJSU, Enabenter and 
her Lady 
Bears  team spent a 
lot of 
time
 indoors practicing. 
Conditions such as rain and 
snow 
made practicing outside 
impossible, the coach said.
 
To get away 
from the cold, 
most Northeast and Midwest 
teams travel to 
Florida
 to 
play  
ME
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Tengu 
Sushi  
To 
Go
 
Smart  
students
 need
 to 
stay 
on
 top 
of 
things,
 and 
that 
means
 
eating
 
right.  
Try  a 
Healthy
 
alternative
 to 
all 
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 other
 
fast
 
food.  
Free
 
Delivery!
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over
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tournaments in the sunshine. 
"We are not even outside at 
this time of the year." Enaben-
ter said. 
An advantage that warm 
weather teams have is that 
they
 can practice or play out-
side, while other
 teams have 
been spending 
time  practicing 
indoors. 
"It's 
different  to have 
dirt
 
and  grass under
 your feet," 
she said.
 "There is 
a different 
bounce
 outside 
than from a 
gym floor." 
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lit7.4'4, 
Cinequest
 hits 
downtown
 
San
 
Jose
 
By 
Jena  Torres 
DAILY STAFF 
WRITER  
Spike Lee,
 Billy Bob
 Thorn-
ton, 
Macy Gray
 and 
Angela  
Davis  are 
scheduled
 to 
appear
 in 
San  Jose for
 the 1 lth 
annual 
Cinequest  
San Jose 
Film 
Festi-
val.  
 
PREV I I 
The  festival
 will 
run from 
today
 until 
Sunday,  
March  4. 
Spike Lee,
 who will 
be
 receiv-
ing a 
Cinequest  
Maverick  Spirit 
Award, is 
scheduled to 
discuss 
his 
approach  to 
filmmaking  at 7 
p.m. on Friday,
 March 2 at 
the  
Fairmont
 
Hotel.
 
This portion 
of the event will 
cost 
$25. 
A moderated 
question -and -
answer 
session
 with Billy
 Bob 
Thornton  is 
scheduled
 for 5 p.m. 
on 
Saturday  at the
 Fairmont 
Hotel. 
Tickets 
are $20. 
Angela 
Davis  is scheduled
 to 
moderate 
a panel 
discussion 
called  "Have Things
 Changed: 
Black 
Portrayals  in 
the  Media" 
at 
3:30  p.m. on 
March  4. 
Panel 
members
 include 
Jamie 
Williams of the 
movie "Any 
Given Sunday,"
 Elayne 
Fluker,
 
the Arts & 
Entertainment 
editor  
of Essence 
Magazine,  and Doug 
E. Doug of 
"Cosby."  
Macy Gray is 
scheduled  to 
perform at 
the  Digital by 
Digital  
launch 
party  at 6 p.m.
 on Friday, 
Feb. 23 
at
 The Usual. 
Tickets are $50. 
The festival will feature more 
than 70 movies 
and  short films 
that 
will  be playing at Camera 
One Cinema, 
Camera 3 Cine-
mas, AMC Saratoga 14 and the 
Aquarius Theater in Palo Alto. 
The Latino Filmmaker Cele-
bration portion 
of
 the festival 
includes eight films by directors 
from all around the world, 
including the Northern Califor-
nia premiere of "Amores Perros," 
which translates to "Love Dogs." 
"Amores Perros" was the win-
ner of the International 
Critics'
 
Week grand prize at the 2000 
Cannes Film Festival. 
More than 15 San Jose State
 
University radio, television and 
film students and Babak
 Sar-
rafan, a professor in the depart-
ment,  will 
write,  shoot, 
edit  and 
screen 
a digital 
short  film 
called 
"The Mess 
in
 the Scene" 
during 
the festival.
 
"Everything  
is going 
to be 
improvisation,"
 
Sarrafan  said.
 
"The way 
the shots
 are going
 to 
be blocked,
 dialogue 
and every-
thing 
will  be 
improvisation."  
The  free 
screening  of 
the  final 
product 
is scheduled
 to be 
at 
5:30 
p.m.  on 
Sunday,
 March
 4 at 
Camera 3 
Cinemas.  
The  SJSU film 
crew will be 
shooting  scenes
 from "The
 Mess 
in the 
Scene,"
 a fictional 
comedy 
about  a 
filmmaker
 at 
the  
Cinequest 
Film
 Festival, 
at
 vari-
ous events 
throughout  the 
festi-
val, Sarrafan said.
 
"We'll be editing 
until an hour 
before the 
screening,"
 he said. 
"Basically,
 it's about a 
horrible  
art filmmaker 
who's going to 
have some 
adventures with his 
actors and crew at Cinequest."
 
Elliott 
Peele, a senior major-
ing in radio, television and film, 
will be playing the 
role of the 
director in the movie. 
"I'm fully excited because 
improvisation is 
my
 thing," Peele 
said. "I prefer doing improvisa-
tion over a scripted 
thing. I like 
dealing with 
people's  reactions 
and feeding off them." 
Peele said 
this project is a 
way for the 
film department to 
promote their 
upcoming  movie 
"Pizza Wars," 
which will be 
released
 this summer. 
The plot of 
"Pizza Wars," 
which will be 
entered in next 
year's Cinequest 
festival, is a 
secret, Peele said. 
Nick Mart,inez, a radio, televi-
sion and film major and
 produc-
er of "The Mess 
in the Scene," 
said the film is a good 
opportuni-
ty to showcase the 
talents  of 
SJSU students 
in the depart-
ment. 
"It
 gives us a sense of 
purpose 
to show people what we 
have 
and what SJSU has to offer in 
the way of filmmaking," 
Mar-
tinez said. 
"Working with Babak Sar-
rafan has been  one of the great-
est experiences,"
 he said. "Seeing 
how his mind works is amazing. 
It's a blessing that the depart-
ment has such a 
talented profes-
sor and director. This guy can do 
it and teach it, and that's really
 
cool." 
'Junk 
Bonds'
 
brings
 
comedy
 
to 
the 
stage
 
bus liuslcss
 
Durk  Suilf 
Three 
members  from 
the cast
 of 
"Junk Bonds,"
 Sharon
 Cunha 
(left),
 Beto 
Vargas  
(middle),
 and Eric 
Jung
 (right), 
rehearsed 
blowing
 smoke Monday in 
the  University Theatre. 
Junk Bonds" is the story 
of an Asian American 
woman  trying 
to break the glass
 ceiling 
of bond trading and discovering 
the 
compromises  she must make to become rich. 
Nesenia 
Santana  
DAR V STAFF WRITER 
Five men 
and one woman
 are acting 
in a play 
titled "Junk 
Bonds,"
 a comedy 
about a 
Chinese-American  
woman's  
determination to 
integrate into a presti-
gious Wall 
Street  trading 
firm.  
* 
PREVIEW 
"Junk Bonds" is 
scheduled to open at 
7 p.m. Friday and 
will run Feb. 24, 
March 1, 
March  2 and March 3 
at the 
University 
Theatre. 
Karl Toepfer, 
the  play's director, 
said  
"Junk Bonds" is a 
provocative and enter-
taining look at 
gender and politics, 
mon-
eymaking,
 ethnic intrusion 
and corpo-
rate 
identity. 
Junk Bonds was written
 in 1995 by a 
Chinese-American
 author, Lucy 
Wang,  
who was 
a bond trader. "She's
 written a 
play 
based  on her experiences:
 Toepfer 
said. 
Wang was born 
in Taiwan, came to 
the United 
States  at the age of 2 
and 
was a 
bond  trader from 1986 to 1989. 
The  play's cast members are 
Sharon  
Cunha  (Diana/D.K.), Joey
 Stone (Kent), 
Jeff Vinall 
(Connor/Jammer), Beto Var-
gas (Bill/The 
King), Eric Jung (Jeffer-
son/Cufflinks)
 and Sam
 Yang 
(Hiro/Cato). All
 are San Jose State Uni-
versity 
students.  
"It's a very small cast,"
 Cunha said. 
"A group 
of friends all together doing
 
what
 they love, which is really cool 
because
 we all are in the 
theater
 depart-
ment." 
Cunha, a junior majoring in 
English,  
plays Diana, a 
Chinese-American 
American Hi-Fi hits a whole new low 
By Kevin Higuchi 
DAIIN SIM 
WRIII  
With 
the  current trend in 
music, it is 
exciting  to hear a 
band that 
isn't mad at the world 
or built on sex 
appeal.  
 
REVIEW 
American HiFi's new
 disc 
doesn't fit into either
 of these 
genres
 but still 
disappoints
 with 
lyrics that whine
 over groovy 
thick guitar 
lines.  
Their self -titled
 album fea-
tures 
Stacy  Jones on 
vocals and 
guitar, 
Jamie Arentzen
 on guitar, 
Drew Parsons on 
bass and Brian 
Nolan on 
drums. 
The 
album 
sounds 
like it 
spent a lot 
of
 time in 
production.  
All 
the 
instruments
 
are  well-
balanced 
and 
eliminate
 the 
edge 
that 
is
 to be 
expected 
by the 
band's
 
compact
 
disc
 cover.
 
The cover 
has a 
picture  of 
an
 
audiocassette,
 
which  
conjures
 up 
images  of 
a garage 
band 
record-
ing 
a demo 
tape on 
an old 
4 -
track. 
The 
overload  
of reverb
 and 
layered 
vocals 
leads  to 
the 
assumption  
that
 the album 
spent 
more 
time with 
the studio 
engi-
neers 
than
 it did 
with the 
musi-
cians  
themselves.
 
It 
sounds like
 the 
engineer  
spent 
many  
hours
 in front
 of a 
computer
 
digitally
 
editing  
the
 
disc to 
perfection.
 
Part 
of the
 beauty
 of 
grungy 
music  is 
the  self
-production,
 and 
the 
original
 sound
 that 
can 
only
 
be 
captured
 in the
 garage
 of a 
suburban 
house. 
The 
music 
closely 
resembles
 
the 
heavy 
guitar 
sound 
of
 the 
Foo  
Fighters,
 while
 
using  
every  
cliched 
guitar 
lick in 
the 
book.  
In 
a 
world  
that 
is 
already
 
overflowing  with bad music, why 
add another clone 
to the pot? 
The second track, "Flavor of 
the Month," tells the story of a 
boy in love with a girl who is 
already 
involved with a  Ninten-
do-playing stoner. 
It's hard
 to see why she 
would-
n't want to leave him, when there 
are 
more  important things in life 
than video games and weed  
such as making a bad album. 
The track "Scar" opens with a 
good drum -fill combining a fast 
fury of notes between the toms 
and bass drum, and brings in a 
heavy progressive guitar lick. 
It helps to draw the listener's 
attention, until the chorus comes 
and reminds the listener of the 
album's monotony.
 
American HiFi's music can 
easily be listened to and not 
absorbed, which serves well as 
background music. 
In fact, this 
album  would be 
perfect for an Olsen Tvvins movie
 
soundtrack,
 when the scene calls 
for some radical tunes so the 
twins can shake their hair and 
rock
 out at the school dance. 
,,tir ,,/ 
/he 
Hand 
Del Jam 
Music 
Group
 
American
 Hi-Fi,
 from left to right, Jamie
 Arentzen-guitar, 
Brian
 
Nolan
-drums,  Stacy Jones -vocals, guitar, 
Drew Parsons -bass. 
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woman
 who gets a break 
trading bonds 
on Wall 
Street
 and must become
 fluent 
in four new 
languages:
 Bravado, Turkey 
Talk, Double
-Speak, and Forked 
Tongue. 
She described 
her character as an 
"Asian American 
female...  the first 
woman in this bond 
trading firm. She's 
brought in to the floor
 and has to deal 
with the guys and their 
misogynistic 
attitude and things like 
that. She con-
quers and 
brings them all together 
in 
the workforce." 
Cunha, who is interested in 
teaching 
high-school 
English,  said portraying 
Diana's 
character  is a lot of fun. 
Toepfer, who's been
 at SJSU for 17 
years, said 
he
 was looking for a play 
that expanded
 the diversity of cultures 
represented by his production program. 
"We 
wanted greater 
representation
 
of Asian American voices 
and authors 
in the  
production  program," Toepfer
 
said. "At
 the same time, we 
wanted  a 
play that could accommodate a range
 of 
cultural backgrounds in 
our students 
and that meant a 
play
 that involved 
interaction between Asian American
 
characters 
and non -Asian -American 
characters." 
According
 to Elizabeth Poindexter, 
the play's costume 
designer,  the cos-
tumes the cast members 
will be wearing 
are contemporary
 business dress that 
reflect their characters. 
Sean A. Russell, the
 play's lighting 
designer, has selected
 a palette of colors 
for the play, from cool blues 
to pinks and 
oranges. 
Tickets are $6 for 
students  and sen-
iors and cost $10 for the general public.
 
They can be purchased 
at
 the Event 
Center's box office, 
online
 through Tick-
ets.com or at the theater's box office.
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San Jose 
State  University 
counselor Linda
 Reeves marched
 across San 
Fernando  Street 
where  it intersects 
with Ninth Street 
on 
Wednesday 
with
 a group of 
students,  
administrators  and 
concerned  
citizens.
 The 
demonstrators
 were 
demanding  that 
the
 City 
of 
San Jose put a traffic light 
at the intersection. 
PROTEST:
 Staff,
 alumni,
 students 
rally for 
new Ninth
 Street
 traffic 
light  
 continued from 
Page 1 
back and 
forth here all the 
time." 
Borrero  said. 
Natalie 
Tahara, a San 
Jose 
State
 University alumna, was 
at
 
the street corner 
promptly  at 12 
p.m. 
"I heard about
 this protest 
through Linda 
Reeves
 and I 
(-ead
 
the 
article
 in 
the 
Spartan 
Tahara ..uci. 
She said she hoped
 the 
protest will get 
the light into 
place. 
"If you create enough distur-
bances, someone
 will have to lis-
ten,"  she added. 
Carolyn Guel, a financial aid 
counselor,  said she is a faculty 
member who 
continuously  
crosses the 
street.  
"Just crossing this street to 
go to lunch
 can be dangerous 
during this hour." Guel said. 
William Walters, a resident of 
the area, said he was going to 
 
"If you 
create 
enough  
disturbances,
 
someone
 will 
have  to 
listen."  
N 
tahe Tahara 
SJSU 
alumna  
the store
 on the bus when 
the 
protest sparked 
hi..  curiosity. 
"Make 
th,n,  the light at 
10th Street," 
Walters  said. "It's 
more cost 
effective.  It's not 
a big 
inconvenience. It's a 
small  price 
to 
pay for going to 
school."  
Russell 
Westbrook, however,
 
saw the need for a traffic 
signal,  
but not just in that one 
spot.  
Westbrook, who
 is the vice 
president  
and
 co-founder 
of 
WALK  San 
Jose,  an 
organiza-
tion devoted 
to pedestrian
-safe  
streets, had 
already
 made rec-
ommendations
 to the city 
asking 
them to 
make  the area a 
priori-
ty zone. 
Because of the 
high -pedestri-
an 
volume, joint library con -
tit( tiction
 and the future devel-
opment of the new
 City Hall, 
Westbrook said
 he has also rec-
ommended
 that the San 
Fernan-
do 
strip  be changed from 
a four-
lane street to a 
three -lane street 
with 
islands  to make the 
area 
more 
residential
-friendly.  
Westbrook said his last rec-
ommendation 
to the task force 
was. that it 
should inject pedes-
trian safety 
into
 the general 
plan
 of San Jose. 
"This project 
should  not have 
gotten through the 
planning  
stage, 
let  alone the engineering 
stage," 
Westbrook said. "Pedes-
trian safety
 should not be an 
afterthought." 
Fred Hirsch,
 vice president of 
the
 Plumbers Union,
 said he is 
prepared
 to take the fight 
past 
downtown  street corners if nec-
essary. 
"Working people and stu-
dents have the
 power," Hirsch 
said. 
"We've got enough 
people 
to show there's a 
real  demand. If 
the  city doesn't 
listen,
 this same 
group will go 
into any council 
meeting."
 
After
 the protest, Stephany 
Baker, a staff 
member,
 was still 
encouraging
 passers-by to 
stop
 
and sign the petition. 
"I don't 
think we accom-
plished much. 
It's
 one thing for 
SJSU to provide 
quality educa-
tion, but it's 
another
 thing to 
provide
 quality safety." 
Baker 
said.
 "A dead, educated
 student 
can't serve
 anyone." 
U2 
and
 
Steely
 
Dan  win big at 
Grammys  
LOS 
ANGELES
 (AP) 
 Veteran
 
rockers
 U2 and 
Steely 
Dan  and 
country
 singer
 Faith 
Hill  stole 
some 
of the 
Grammy  
thunder
 
Wednesday 
from 
Eminem,
 whose 
angry 
lyrics 
entangled
 the 
cere-
monies 
in 
controversy.
 
Steely 
Dan, who 
had never 
won 
a 
Grammy
 until
 Wednesday,
 
claimed 
three,
 including
 album of 
the year
 for "Two 
Against 
Nature,"  
besting
 Eminem's
 
controversial  
"The 
Marshall  
Mathers  LP." 
Eminem 
won three 
awards in 
rap 
music  
categories.  
"Just 
because  
we've  been 
around
 
so 
long,  they 
had
 to give us 
some-
thing,
 I guess," 
Steely  Dan's 
Walter  
Becker 
said
 backstage. 
U2 also 
won three 
awards, 
including the 
prestigious song
 and 
record 
of
 the year for
 "Beautiful 
Day." 
"It's a very 
unique  emotion 
I'm  
feeling right 
now. I think 
it's  called 
humility,"
 said 
U2's  Bono, 
who 
added 
that fellow
 nominee
 Macy 
Gray and
 others 
should  share 
the 
band's
 award. 
"I'm 
completely  not 
used  to it." 
Hill won 
three awards,
 including 
best 
country album.
 Her "Breathe"
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try 
collaboration with vocals. 
"Wow! ... Oh, I cannot 
believe  
this,"  Hill said. "I would 
like to 
thank my 
mom  and dad for 
allow-
ing me to go to my 
first concert 
when I was 
8 years old to Elvis 
Presley." 
D'Angelo and 
Destiny's Child 
won  two Grammys apiece. 
D'Angelo's 
"Voodoo" won best 
R&B 
album  and his song, 
"Untitled  
( How Does It Feel)" won 
best
 male 
R&B 
vocal  performance. Destiny's 
Child "Say 
My Name" won best 
R&B song 
and best R&B perfor-
mance  by a 
group. 
Steely 
Dan also won best pop 
album for "Two
 Against Nature," 
their first
 disc in 19 years, as well 
as 
best  pop 
vocal 
performance
 
by a 
group for 
"Cousin  Dupree." (The 
group's  album "Two Against 
Nature," also received a nonperfor-
mance 
award, for best engineered 
album in the non
-classical  catego-
ry.)
 
Eminem  the target of 100 
protesters outside the awards 
show  was honored for best solo 
rap performance, best 
rap album 
and best rap 
performance
 by a duo 
or group for his collaboration with 
his mentor and producer, Dr. Dre. 
"I want to thank 
everybody
 who 
could look 
past the controversy 
and see the
 album for  what it 
was  
 and for what
 it wasn't," he said. 
Eminem's nomination for album 
of the year 
for "The Marshall 
Mathers 
LP" drew the most contro-
versy.
 The album, which 
has  sold 
nearly 8 million 
copies, denigrates 
homosexuals, describes 
the  mur-
der of his wife 
and has a rape fan-
tasy involving 
Eminem's  mother. 
Elton John came under intense 
criticism from gay 
activists
 for 
agreeing 
to perform with the 28 -
year-old rapper during the 
Gram-
my 
show.  
John, who had said earlier he 
didn't take Eminem's anti -gay 
lyric.s seriously, 
embraced
 his fellow 
performer after the song, which was 
the
 final performance of 
Wednes-
day's 
three-hour telecast and led up 
to the album of the 
year award. 
SPA 
JONES:
 49er
 Strength 
development
 
coordinator
 speaks
 of 
success
 
in 
sports
 
 
continued  from
 Page I 
Junes said. 
Jones decided to take
 matters 
into his own hands and 
called 
Mike 
Clark. 
"Anyone who 
knows anything 
about sports conditioning knows 
Mike Clark," 
Jones  said. 
On a whim, he said 
he called 
Clark and 
explained  his situation 
without any
 expectations. 
Two days 
later,  Clark called 
him back,
 and the two talked for 
more
 than two hours about what 
Jones needed 
to do to get into the 
field. 
In addition, Clark sent Jones a 
packet with the 
information  he 
needed to follow. 
"It was basically 
my
 bible for 
the 
longest  time. I brought it with 
me to 
class and everywhere I 
went," 
Jones  said. 
His next challenge, Jones said, 
was finding an internship. 
First he attempted the SJSU's 
football team. He called down the 
line, from head coach to athletics 
director to assistant athletics 
director. 
After  12 unreturned calls, Jones 
figured that they either didn't 
want his 
help
 or him, personally. 
Fortunately, one of Jones' best 
friends told him about Vinnie 
Cer-
rato, the 
'49ers'
 director of player 
personnel.
 
Once again, Jones
 tried his luck 
and 
called.  
Thinking there 
were
 so many 
resumes before 
him, Jones said he 
didn't
 expect to hear 
from the 
'49ers, but they 
called him back for 
an interview. 
Jones 
said
 he had no clue about 
the 
interview  
process.  
Prepared
 for the 
interview
 
in
 a 
shirt and tie, 
Jones  
said
 he 
was 
stunned
 to see the 
coaches
 in 
their  
sweats. 
Jones
 
said
 he 
received
 a 
call 
from 
the 
coaches  
offering
 him 
the 
position
 the 
next 
day, 
giving  
him  
two to 
three days to 
decide.
 
Jones  
said
 he only 
needed 
two  
seconds.
 
"Everybody
 there 
made
 me 
feel
 
very welcome," he said. 
Instead  of 
treating  him 
like  a 
"lowly
 intern," Jones 
said the play-
ers
 treated him 
like one of 
the 
coaches. 
Later,
 Jones' 
internship  was 
extended 
throughout  the 
entire 
season.  
In 1998 the 
'49ers said 
they  
wanted to give 
someone
 else an 
opportunity at the 
end  of an 
internship. 
They  realized their 
mistake
 and 
brought Jones back as an 
assistant  
the following year. 
Jones said it was his 
determina-
tion and work ethic that 
enabled  
him to get where he is today. 
"A lot of people 
think  I wouldn't 
get to where I am 
today,"  Jones 
said. 
Colin Lewis,
 a human 
perfor-
mance major with an 
emphasis in 
private 
corporate
 fitness, 
said  he 
found Jones' speech 
interesting  
and informative. 
In terms of Jones'
 road to suc-
cess, Lewis 
said
 "it wasn't what I 
expected."
 
Liz Yost, a 
kinesiology
 major, 
said she wants a career in strength 
and conditioning. 
"I want to do what he is doing, 
but on the college or high-school 
level," Yost said. 
HOUSTON:
 SJSU alumna 
talks 
about
 her book 'Farewell
 to Manzanar' 
 
continued
 from 
Page I 
journalism
 at 
SJSU, but 
because 
she 
was a 
minority  
in the 
depart-
ment,  she 
changed  her 
major. 
Houston 
said she 
lacked 
confi-
dence and
 did not 
believe  she 
could 
be 
a 
successful
 
journalist  
because  
of 
her  race. 
Houston 
spoke 
about  her 
inspi-
ration
 for 
documenting  
her experi-
ences 
in
 the 
internment
 camp,
 and 
how she 
wrote it 
as a 
response
 to 
her  nephew,
 who had 
been born 
in 
Manzanar.  
Her nephew
 helped 
Houston 
realize 
that  there
 was 
nothing  
written
 
about  the 
internment
 
camps
 from 
the 
perspective
 of a 
Japanese 
person on 
the inside.
 
"I 
wanted 
it
 to be a 
personal 
story 
that would 
educate, 
but  also 
tell the 
emotional  side 
of
 it," Hous-
ton said. 
As
 well as 
addressing
 her book,
 
Houston 
also 
talked
 about
 the 
power 
of the 
media.  
When she
 was 
growing 
up, 
Houston 
said the
 media 
have 
always
 portrayed
 Asian 
men as 
cooks, 
butlers  and 
scrawny 
men.  
Things began
 to change, 
howev-
er,
 with the
 strong 
image that
 
Bruce 
Lee brought
 with his 
skills 
in 
martial 
arts.  
She said 
her point was
 to prove 
the power 
that  the media
 hold, and
 
said  that 
irresponsible  
journalism,  
in 
the form of 
negative 
propagan-
da, was the 
cause for the
 relocation 
of Japanese
-Americans
 during 
World  War
 II. 
Houston's
 
confidence
 and
 
knowledge
 had her 
audience  hang-
ing 
on her 
last
 word. 
"It was 
really  
powerful
 that she
 
was 
able
 to write
 her book,"
 said 
Stefanie 
Fujii,  a sophomore
 major-
ing in 
history.
 "Seeing 
the  situation 
from
 her eyes 
as a child 
is
 really 
moving."
 
When
 Houston 
opened the 
floor  
for 
questions,
 she was 
asked about
 
her 
parents'  reaction
 to her 
inter-
racial 
marriage.  
Houston  
said
 that her 
mother 
felt she 
needed  a strong
 man and
 
her
 husband,
 James, who
 is Cau-
casian,  was
 strong 
to
 go 
against
 
the 
cultural 
norm  to 
marry  an 
Asian 
woman.  
Houston
 also 
said she
 takes 
pride
 in her 
culture 
and the 
fact  
that her
 children
 are a 
hybrid 
of 
her 
and  her 
husband's  
culture. 
Houston's  
lecture 
was cut
 off 
because 
of a lack 
of time.
 
The
 class 
applauded
 as 
she 
closed
 by 
saying,  
"History  is a 
mat-
ter  of who
 writes
 it." 
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EMPLOYMENT
 
General 
Great On
-Campus
 Job! 
DELIVERY
 PERSON
 NEEDED
 
The  Spartan
 Daily has
 immediate
 
need  for 
a delivery 
person 
to
 
work 
mornings
 from 
7am-9am. 
Deliver
 the 
Spartan  Daily 
to 
news
 stands on 
campus. 
Must
 
have a Cal. 
license.  Apply at 
the 
Spartan Daily, Dwight Bente! Hall,
 
Rm 203.
 Call Kathy 0 924-3277.
 
APPLY  NOM! - START
 ASAPI 
ACCOUNTING
 ASSISTANT 
WANTED! The Student 
Union, 
Inc. is seeking a 
qualified
 per-
son to work in our 
accounting  
dept. The 
candidate must have 
a variety
 of basic accounting 
skills 
such
 as: 10 key adding, 
spreadsheet development,
 and 
word 
processing. 
Must
 have a 
minimum 
of 3 years 
experience 
utilizing  accounting 
principals. 
Applications  are 
available in 
the  
Student Union 
Admin. Office 
located 
on
 the 3rd floor
 of the 
Student 
Union Building.
 Our 
office 
hours are 
9arn-5pm
 and 
we're open 
through lunch. 
CLUB WILD: 
NOW HIRING 
Waitress,  Bathroom 
Attendants 
& Front
 Door ID Person. 
Call 
408 -286 -WILD. leave msg. 
INTERNET START
 UP 
Could you use a few
 thousand/ 
month extra 
while you're in school? 
Can you share information with 
others? 
Then we need you
 to 
help 
launch  a new Web 
venture  
in 
your spare time ( 
you pick the 
hours). No tech 
experience  
required. For info 
send a blank 
email:
 netlaunch quicktell.com
 
MAJOR 
GREETING CARD CO 
hiring P/T 
Merchandiser  to serv-
ice Spartan Bookstore. 
Approx  
6-10 hours per week. 
Offers 
competitive
 wage. Very flexible 
hrsi Call 1 -800410B-5111 #92731. 
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS 
PART-TIME
 WORK w/ Ilex hours
 
Part-time
 or killtime in summer. 
 Internships
 possible 
 All majors
 may apply 
 
Scholarships  awarded annually 
 Some 
conditions  apply 
 Start at 15.00 base - appt, 
 50 new 
openings  to fill in 
customer sates/service 
 No experience
 necessary 
 Endorsed by National 
Academic  Advisory Board 
Call
 615-1500 llam -4pm 
www.workforstudents.com/sjsu
 
DR'S OFFICE
 RECEPTIONIST 
M -W -F, 20-24 
hours. Reliable. 
fnendly computer 
skills.
 $12/hr + 
bonus CallJenny
 408-923-0309 
ACCOUNTING Project Assist: 
enter data into the general 
ledger; Assist with special proj-
ects: Process payroll: 
Reconcile  
accounts; Prepare cost center 
reports; Process accounts 
payable as needed. $12.50-
$14 00/hour DOE.
 PT/Temp. 
15 
hour week. Hours flexible
 
Resume/Letter to Dept. 
APA,  
1310 S. 
Bascom, SJ 95128. 
Fax: (408) 287-8025 
Email, 
personnel@  girlscoutsofscc.org. 
See 
www.girlscoutsofscc.org  for 
details & other Girl Scout jobs. 
AA/EOE  
EXPANDING 
CO:  Meaningful 
work. help dev disabled adults 
live independent lives 
$9.  
248-4464x10  
PLANET 
GRANITE ROCK 
CLIMBING 
Flex Schedule,
 PT 
or FT Will Train Bring a resume 
to Dave, 2901 
Mead  Ave Santa 
Clara 
408-727.2777  
EARN AT LEAST 
$25: NASA 
needs 
right handed males 
ages
 
18-30 
for a helicopter study 
Must be 
eligible  to work in 
the 
US Call 
650-604-5118  
WET PAID
 For Your Opinions% 
Earn 
$15-5125  and more 
per survey!
 
www.money4opinions.com 
TRAVEL 
the WORLD! 
Cruise  Ship Jobs 
Available  
Call. (800) 
351-4464  
WOMEN - 
BE AN ANGEL 
BE
 AN EGG 
DONOR  
Family
 Fertility Center
 
is
 seeking 
bright.  
responsible.
 
non-smoking
 women 
ages 21-30 
with good
 
medical
 
history
 
Generous
 
compensation
 
1-800-939-6886
 
CRUISE 
SHIP JOBS! 
P/T-summer or F/T 
Career
 
Call 
Now: (800) 
351-4464 
11,000's
 
WEEKLY!!
 Stuff 
envelopes  
at
 home for 
$2 each 
plus 
bonuses.  F/T. 
P/T Make 
$800+ 
weekly,  
guaranteed!  
Free 
supplies.  For 
details,
 send 
one stamp
 to: N-28. 
PMB 552. 
12021
 Wilshire 
Ell., 
Los 
Angeles. CA 90025. 
$1500 
Weekly 
Potential
 
mailing our
 circulars. 
Free  
information.  Call 
202.452-5901.
 
Certain
 
advertisements
 in 
these 
columns  may 
refer the 
reader
 to  
specific
 telephone
 
numbers 
or
 addresses 
for 
additional
 
information
 
Classified
 readers 
should  be 
reminded  that. 
when making
 
these 
further 
contacts.
 they 
should
 require 
complete
 
information  
before 
sending
 
money  lor goods 
or
 services. 
In 
addition, 
readers 
should  
carefully 
investigate 
all firms 
offering  
employment  
listings 
cr 
coupons
 for 
discount 
vacations
 or 
merchandise
 
OFFICE 
- PROGRAM ASST.
 
Flexible Hours
 / Good 
Wages  
Contact "Kids 
to Camp" 
408-971-6000  
kidstocamp4110hotmail.com
 
GRAPHIC ART1ST/COMPUTER-
TYPE 
for small arts & 
crafts shop 
near  SJSU. Informal
 atmos-
phere, jeans OK. PT/FT/Flex-
time. 
Call anytime, Ed 
297-6734.  
FRATERNITIESSORORITIES
 
CLUBS  STUDENT 
GROUPS
 
Earn 
$1.000-$2.000 
this
 semester, with 
the easy 
Campusfundraiser.com
 
three hour fundraising 
event. 
No sales required. Fundraising
 
dates are filling quickly. 
so call today! 
Contact 
Campusfundraiser com at 
(888) 923-3238 or 
visit  
sivrw.campusfundraiser.com. 
CHILDREN'S THEATER 
WORKSHOP
 
Needs Leaders
 - We Train. 
1-10 
hours per 
week.  
Reliable
 transportation 
needed. 
Good Pay. Must have
 
experience 
working
 with children. 
Call Carol 
408-265-5096.  
Fax resumes 
to 408-265-8342. 
COUNSELORS 
WANTED to 
work with
 at -risk youth 
between 
the ages
 of 11-18 years in group
 
home setting. Internship
 oppor-
tunities available.
 Excellent 
opportunity for 
students study-
ing 
Sociology,  Psychology, 
Social Work or Criminal 
Justice
 
focusing  towards a profession in 
youth justice. Must be 21 yrs old 
and have 60  college units com-
pleted.
 Flexible FT, PT, & Grave 
shifts 
available.  
$9-$10.50/hr.
 
Call 408-281-4268 for appt. or 
fax resumes to 408-281-4288. 
OFFICE ASSISTANT: small 
office, 
phones, reservations. light 
computer, good phone 
skills, 
flexible hours. 408-292-7876
 
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 
Located in San Jose. we are a 
growing 
community  based 
nonprofit established in 1973. 
As a multi service agency. our 
diverse services include 
language & culturally
-proficient 
mental health services,
 senior 
services, youth services, 
a primary care health clinic 
and a domestic violence 
prevention/education
 
program.  
We are hiring for the 
following
 
FT/ PT 
positions: 
Mental 
Health Counselors: 
Provide 
direct  mental health 
rehabilitation
 services to 
agency's clients, 
Requirements:
 BA/MA in 
behavioral sciences or related 
field.
 fluent in vietnamese
 
a 
plus.  
Youth Counselors: 
Provide counseling 
assistance  
to youths, Requirements:
 
BA/BS is behavioral sciences 
or equivalent expenence. 
Family Advocates Domestic
 
Violence Program: 
Provide 
counseling and 
guidance at emergency 
shelter for battered women 
Requirements:  BA/BS 
in
 
behavioral
 sciences or 
equivalent experience. 
Volunteers Always 
Needed!  
Send resumes
 to: 
AACI 
Human 
Resources 
2400 Moorpark Ave. 
#300  
San 
Jose.  CA 95128 
Fax
 (408) 975-2745 
Email 
roland acupdottaaccorg
 
BICYCLE MESSENGER
 
Part-time, Flexible 
hours. 
Great  for Students! 
Serving 
Downtown San Jose. 
Inner 
City 
Express
 
22 W Saint John
 St. San  Jose 
ADMINISTRATIVE  ASST. PT/FT 
Accounting. Bookkeeping or HR 
experience  a plus. OuickBooks 
knowledgeable.
 Fax resume to: 
408-741-4901. 
or 
E-mail:
 
smorales eharmonie.com 
PROOF 
READER
 NEEDED 
No 
experience  required 
Close to SJSU! Flexible hours 
Contact Mike 0 453-3311 
TEACH DRIVER TRAINING 
Full or Part Time - $12/hr 
Flex hours Will train 
408-768-0566  
CROCODILE CAFE Now Hiring 
for Servers, Bartenders, Bussers 
Hosts No 
experience  necessary 
Apply 
Valley  Fair Mall 2-4pm, 
Mon Fn or 
call 408-260-1100 
For Part -Time
 and 
Full
-Time  Positions, call 
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
 
Fast 
placement.  no fees 
Office  jobs in local companies
 
Students/grads/career chanoe 
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct
 Hire 
Sunnyvale  to Redwood City 
Phone: 
(650) 320-9698 
Fax:
 (650) 320-9688 
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
 
CHECK CASHING TELLER P/T 
& W/E. Cash handling 
desirable  
or will train. Call Ed 
866-7575. 
AUTOCAD
 DRAFTER - part 
time 
position
 for student 
involved 
in
 the Industrial 
Technology Program 
- to work 
with busy 
engineers  just one 
block from the
 campus. Need 
an energetic self-starting, 
self
-
motivated person with 
AutoCAD 
release 14 experience.
 Fax 
resume to (408)297-2995 or 
email to:
 info@salasobrien.com 
CUSTOMER SERVICE / SALES 
Immediate positions available. 
AWPM/Saturdays
 in busy 
year-round swimming school. 
Brand new indoor teaching 
facility. 
Complimentary  athletic 
club 
membership  included. Must 
have strong computer skills & an 
excellent telephone personality. 
Apply  at AVAC Swim School, 
5400 Camden Ave. SJ, 95124. 
(408) 445-4918 
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Teach 
teens & adults. Company car & 
training 
provided.  No experience 
necessary. Over 21, HS grad. 
Work when you want. Pay 
negotiable. 408-971-0244. 
DELIVERY DRIVERS 
Party 
rental business. Perfect 
for students. Earn $250 Every 
weekend. Must have reliable 
truck or van. Heavy lifting is 
required.  408-292-7876. 
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY 
Friendly, Alert, 
Considerate  
We Train.
 Student Friendly. 
All 
Shifts.  Graveyard 
Bonus  
408- 247-4827 
STAR ONE CREDIT UNION, 
Sunnyvale.  Be a part of the 
largest Credit Union in 
Santa  
Clara County. We are looking 
for great employees who want 
to join our winning team. We 
offer generous compensation & 
benefits. including medical, dental, 
vision. 
life. 401k. a retirement 
plan, discount employee loans 
& education assistance. These 
benefits are also available to 
part-time employees who work 
20 hours or more a week.
 
TELLER - Code: 122SD 
Fulltime/Part-Time.
 
No Weekends. No Sales Quotas 
Process and balance member 
transactions 
Requires  HS 
diploma and 6 months
 teller 
experience or extensive cash 
handling  
skills 
STATEMENT / SUPPORT 
Code 129SD 
Assist with high volume mail 
processing.
 verifying incoming 
mail
 
deposts  & loan payments 
for accuracy. Post transactions 
to 
appropriate  accounts. Assist 
in 
mail disinbution &  metering. 
Process change of address 
requests
 and check 
reorders.  
Must possess
 good working 
knowledge
 of computers and 
Microsoft Windows programs. 
including
 Word 
Good  commu-
nication and customer service 
skills,
 Desirable to have held a 
similar 
position  for at least one 
year in a financial institution. 
Please send 
resumes to 
jrnestarone.org or fax to 408-
756-2565 & include
 job code 
FOOD SERVICE / HOST 
ESPRESSO
 BAR. FT & PT 
avail. Busy 
restaurant  in 
S'vale
 
All shifts. Flex 
hrs. 
$9
 75-$10:00 
hour. to start. Call Wendy at 
733-9331 or 733-9446 
PERSONAL 
ACCOUNTANT  
Looking for a part-ame
 accounting 
person to manage my 
personal  
finances Experience
 with 
Quicken required, a few hours 
per
 week Please call Ann at 
408-615-5237 
RETAIL
 SALES,
 
SHIFT  SUPERVISORS
 
ASSISTANT
 MANAGERS 
Renowned
 coffee roaster
 and 
retailer
 has openings for 
retail  
sales people. 
shift  supervisors 
and assistant managers. 
Competitive  pay, bonuses and 
discounts 
*Medical/dental 
(including  vision 
prescription. 
chiropractic)  
*Domestic partner coverage 
Commuter checks 
401(k)
 with 15% 
match  
Flexible
 work schedules
 
Apply  1140 Lincoln Avenue,
 Suite 
C, 
in
 San Jose, We 
enoourage  
applications frun 
pecple  of all ages. 
races and ethnic 
backgrounds.  
PEET'S COFFEE 8, TEA 
www.peets.com 
jobs@peets,com 
STUDENT UNION
 
JOB OPENINGS! 
Looking for 
a great place to 
work? The Student Union, Inc.  has 
the following job opportunities 
that are just right for you! 
Copy/Technical 
Writer 
Bowling Center Desk Person 
& 
Pinchaser
 
*Building Supervisor 
Fitness/Entry Assistant 
Maintenance Assistant 
 Event Services -Office Assist. 
*Lifeguard  
*Sound 
& Lighting Technician 
*Ticket Seller 
Our exciting jobs speak for 
themselves! 
Come  in for an 
application at the Student Union 
Administration Office located on 
the 3rd floor of the 
Student  
Union Building.
 Our office hours 
are  from 9am-5pm and we're 
open through lunch! Or if you're 
too busy. apply online
 to 
www.union.sjsu.edu available 
to you 24 
hrs! 
ACUFACTS SECURITY 
Great for Students! 
Apply Online! 
F/T & P/T. 
Top Pay 
/ Benefits 
Call Sandy at 408-286-5880 
www.aculacts.com
 
WELCOME 
BACK
 SPARTANS! 
Local valet company in 
search 
of 
enthusiastic  and energetic 
individuals
 to work at nearby 
malls, hotels & private 
events.  
FT/PT
 available. We will work 
around 
your busy school 
schedule. Must have clean 
DMV. Lots of fun & earn $8-$15 
per hour. Call 867-7275. 
GROOMER'S ASST. / KENNEL 
help needed for small exclusive 
shop and kennel. PT. 
Tues-Sat  
Must be reliable. honest. able to 
do physical 
work.  Prefer exp 
working w/ dogs, but will 
train 
Great oppty for dog lover. Can 
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or 
Call 
371-9115. 
TELEMARKETING part/full-brne  
Newspaper subscriptions Hourly 
+ bonus Weekend shifts avail
 
5 blocks from SJSU. near It rail 
Media Promotions.
 408/494-0200 
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $ 
Up to $600/month
 
Become a Sperm 
Donor  
Healthy  males. 19-40 years 
old  
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty 
Contact  California 
Cryobank
 
1-650-324-1900. M -F, 8-4:30 
PURCHASING & INVENTORY 
Coordinator  for Saratoga Spa 
Stock. inventory counts. 
order 
products. meet vendors Flex 
schedule 20+ hours per week 
Exp preferred. computer
 literate 
& attention to detail a must 
Fax 408-741-4901. or E-mail 
smoralesCeharmonie
 com 
EMPLOYMENT 
Recreation/Swim  etc. 
DO YOU LOVE 
SPORTS?  Do 
you love luds? Do fun & athletic 
stuff with 6 year 
old  Los Gatos 
boy 
10.15 flex hours per week 
Excellent salary Fax resume 
356-9551 or phone 888-5449 
SWIM TEAM COACH. Small 
team looking for Head Coach. 3 
days per week 
Central
 YMCA. 
408-298-1717
 x 34 
LIFEGUARDS SWIM 
Instructors  Needed 
We will
 train 
Call YMCA C 370-1877x18
 
UFEGUARDS
 / Swim Instructors 
No experience 
necessary.  Will 
train. 
Flexible  hours, FT/PT 
Fun work environment.
 Close to 
SJSU. (408) 298-1717
 x 34. 
SWIM
 TEACHERS  Now hiring 
warm, caring 
teachers for year-
round swimming 
lessons
 in our 
brand-new, state-of-the-art indoor
 
facility, Experience a 
plus.  No 
experience?
 We will train 
you. 
Choose your 
hours  - as few  as 4 
or as many 
as 40 hours/week. 
Morning,
 afternoon, 
evening
 & 
Saturday positions
 available. 
Apply at Almaden
 Valley Athletic 
Club,  5400 Camden
 Ave., SJ - 
(408) 
445-4913.
 
LOVE KIDS...LIKE
 TO SWIM? 
Now hiring 
caring  teachers. 
Experience  a plus. No experi-
ence?
 We will train you. Year-
round swim 
lessons
 in brand 
new indoor leaching facility. 
AM, PM & 
Saturday positions 
available. Complimentary athletic
 
club membership is included.
 
Apply 
at AVAC Swim School.
 
5400 Camden 
Ave.  SJ 95124. 
Call today!!! (408) 
445-4918.  
Now Interviewing!!! 
NOW HIRING RECREATION 
Leaders $9-$11/hr, flex hours, 
weekdays. Work with children in 
the Los Gatos - Saratoga Area. 
Contact Damon 0 408-354-8700 
SUMMER CAMP Counselors 
Directors Southwest YMCA 
in 
Saratoga
 is hiring for the 
summer. 
Excellent  benefits. call 
408-608-6833.
 
EMPLOYMENT  
Education/schools 
TEACHERS  INSTRUCTORS* 
P/T Instructors Elem. Schools. 
Degree/Credential NOT Required. 
Opportunity for teaching exp. 
Need Car. VM: (408) 287-4170 
ext. 408. EOE/AAE 
ACTION DAY NURSERIES / 
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant, 
Toddler
 & Preschool Teachers 
& Aides. F/T & P/T positions 
available. 
Substitute  positions 
are also 
available  that offer 
flexible
 hours. ECE units are 
required for Teacher positions 
but not req. for Aide positions. 
Excellent
 opportunity for Child 
Development majors. Please 
call Cathy for 
an interview at  
408-244-1968 or fax resume 
to 
408-248-7350.
 
CREATIVE BEGINNINGS
 
PRESCHOOL is 
looking  for 
Teachers
 Flexible Hours 
Good Pay & Benefits. 
Call 559.3247
 or Fax 559-3087 
DAYCARE 
TEACHERS. K-8 
school seeks 
responsible
 indi-
viduals for extended 
daycare.  
P/T in the afternoon. No ECE 
units 
required Previous 
experi-
ence 
with  children preferred 
Please 
call 244-1968 X 16 
YMCA 
Directors. Assistant
 Directors. 
Teachers, Aides, Rec Leaders
 
Thinking
 about a career
 
working  
with children
 or 
teens? The 
YMCA of Santa Clara 
Valley  is 
hinng 
Center  Directors, Assist 
Directors. Teachers. Aides, and 
Elementary 
AfterSchool  Recre-
ation Leaders 
for our 
After 
School  Enrichment Centers 
Programs located 
trcxighout  San 
Jose. Cupertino.
 Santa Clara. 
Los Gatos. Saratoga. 
Campbell, 
Evergreen.  Milptas & Berryessa 
Full 
& Part -Time positions
 avail-
able - hours
 flexible around 
school Fun staff teams, great 
experience in 
working with chil-
dren. career advancement.
 
excellent  FT/PT benefits 
and 
training opportunities Teachers
 
require 
minimum
 6 
units  ECE. 
Educ. Rec. 
Psych,
 Soc, Phys 
Ed &/or 
other  related fields 
For
 
more information
 8 locations 
YMCA Job Hotline 4013-869-1010 
Fax your resume to 408-351-64T7 
Email  YMCNobttscyymca.org 
WANT TO EARN 
EXTRA MONEY 
AND 
LOVE CHILDREN
 ?? 
TOP PAY! 
Immediate
 perm/temp
 positions 
as Teachers or Assistants
 at 
ECE After School
 Programs. 
(408) 287-3222 
INSTRUCTIONAL
 AIDES 
Spec.  Ed & 
Regular Class, 
$9.53-13.53/hr. Saratoga School 
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info 
& 
application. Immediate
 Need. 
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring 
Preschool and 
School Age 
Teachers and 
Aides. PT & FT 
with 
excellent  benefits Flexible 
& fun environment!
 Please 
call  
Tina 0 
370.1877 x 29. 
TEACHER FOR 
KIDSPARK.  a 
quality recreation 
program serv-
ing 
2-12 year olds. 
Must enjoy 
leading art, games 
and group 
activities, FLEX 
HOURS,  days, 
eves, weekends. PT/FT. Team 
environment. Benefits 
available, 
ECE units preferred. FAX 
resume to 408-260-7366. Email 
kidspark
 kidspark-centerscom. 
or 
call
 for interview 408-260-7929 
DIRECTOR FOR KIDS PARK, 
a 
quality
 recreation program 
serving 
2-12 year olds.
 
Responsibilities 
include pro-
gram  implementation, 
daily 
operations & staff development. 
Requires 30+
 hours/week. Must 
meet State of CA 
Title 22 
Regulations.  Flexible 
schedule 
days, eves,
 weekends. Team 
environment. Benefits 
avail. FAX 
resume to 408-260-7366. 
Email  
kidspark@kidspark-centerscom
 
or call for interview 
408-260-7929.  
SANTA 
CRUZ  CITY RESIDENTS! 
PART-TIME
 POSITION - 
GAIN
 
EXPERIENCE
 IN YOUR FIELD!
 
Looking for 
enthusiastic  individ-
ual who loves children.
 Be part 
of team with one 
other  tutor. 
classroom aide 
and  use estab-
lished 
program teaching lan 
guage and social skills.
 based 
on Princeton Univ. 
research.
 
Stusdent is an 8 yr old boy with 
PDD diagnosis. He is fully  main-
streamed in 2nd 
grade  class. 
He is a happy, social child. 
Schedule is flexible & 
amounts
 
to 15-20 hours/week.
 For more 
informafion, please contact via 
e-mail or phone. Competifive 
salary. Accrue paid vacation. 
Kathy and Jim 831-336-8848 
or daisy525escruznet com 
EMPLOYMENT 
Ntore 
LOOKING FOR OUTGOING 
individuals to work with 4 yr old 
language delayed buy. Training 
will be provided. Hours flexible. 
Expenence with children is a 
plus. Starting salary 
$15/hr.  
Meiko Tel: 408-861-0618. 
BEHAVIOR  TUTORS to work 
w/ children w/ autism
 competi-
tive pay.
 flex hrs Psy, Ed. OT. 
Sp Ed. 
Child Dev & related fields 
At:0e 408-945-2336, mention ad 
FT 
& PT TUTORING positions 
working  w/children w/autism 
In -home 
or
 school 
$12-$14/hr.  
Benefits 
possible  408-937-9580 
EMPLOYMENT 
Childcare/nannies  
NANNIES NEEDED 
FT to $850/week. PT to $20/hour 
Call for more details today' 
CA Nanny Network 408-260.9125 
TOWN  & COUNTRY Resources 
is a nanny placement agency 
looking 
for students who 
want to 
be a nanny We 
have
 many 
types of 
positions  available 
Part-time 
& full-time 
afternoon  
positions $15-$20/hour
 
.2-3
 full 
days
 per week $300 $600 
week  *Parttime
 mornings 
$15  
S2Orhr
 Full-time off by 
5 pm 
Up to $350Ormonth
 Parttime 
& 
full-time
 summer positions
 
Sough Bay. Peninsula. & East Bay 
NO FEE TO 
REGISTER!! 
Call Town & 
Country  Resources 
14388-772-3999
 www tandcr com 
CHILD CARE
 /NANNY PT 11 FT 
Established
 Los Gatos agency
 
seeks 
warm, caring students 
for part and full time 
nanny positions
 
We
 list only the best jobs, 
Hours 
flexible around 
school  
from 15 hrs 
wk 
S14
-$18,1-1R
 
STANFORD  PARK 
NANNIES 
408-395-3043  
www spnannies 
com  
CARE FOR 31/2 
YR
 OLD BOY 
in 
Saratoga  Daily. Etam-12am 
for 
$8 to $12 per hour 
Contact 
Alice 
408-354-1674  
CHILD CARE: PART-TIME 
15 20 hours per week. for 
3 
children  2 30 
- 6. 
M - F $10/hr 
Call Ann 408 615.5237 
HOUSING  
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 
BDRM APTS 
Live in luxury & walk to school' 
We offer a pool, spa. sauna. 
full  
gym, on -site management, all 
appliances included. central A/C 
Stop by today for a tour 
Open 
Monday thru Saturday 
THE 
COLONNADE  
201 So 4th St. 408-279-3639 
TUTORING 
SERVICE 
ENGLISH  EXCELLENCE 
Improve essays, 
research  
writing skills. advanced reading 
comprehension for 
literature
 
interpretation. $50/hour. 
(408) 269-2436. 
ee.1010gateway.net 
WORD 
PROCESSING  
PROFESSIONAL 
WORD PROCESSING 
Theses, Term Papers, 
Group Projects, etc. 
All formats, including APA. 
Experienced. Dependable. 
Quick Return. 
Call
 Linda 
(408) 
264-4504
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS  
New Smile Choice Dental Plan 
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per 
year. Save 30% - 60%. For info 
call 1-800-655-3225 or 
www.studentdental.com
 or 
www.goldenwestdental.com
 
PSYCHIATRIC ABUSE?
 Anyone 
harmed
 by shock treatment, 
psychiatric drugs, sexually 
abused, any other
 abuse includ-
ing  fraudulent billing by 
a 
psychiatrist or mental health 
practitioner, call 1-800-330-7290. 
CITIZENS
 COMMISSION ON 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
FREDDIE WONDERS 
if anyone aclually reads 
these things' 
YOUR PERSONALITY
 
determines  your happiness
 
Know why/ Call 1-800-293-6463 
for your free
 personality test 
FREE ICE CREAM, ESPRESSO 
DRINKS. COFFEE, DESSERTS 
with 
the purchase of another at 
FREDDIE'S ICE CREAM 
DESSERTS 505 E. San Carlos 
(on the 
comer  of S. 1 lth, by 
7-11)
 
Only valid with this ad in 
hand - 
Expires 
2-23-01
 
DAILY CLASSIFIED
 - LOC-Al
 RATES FoR 
NATIONAL/AGENCY
 
RATEs  (ALL 
408-924-3277
 
IPrint
 
your  ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including
 letters, numbers, punctuation & 
spaces 
between
 words. 
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum 
One 
Two Three 
Four 
Five
 
Day Days Days Days 
Days  
3 
lines  
SS $7 $9 $11 $13 
Rate Increases $2 for each additional line 
per  ad 
Rate increases $2 for each additional day 
FREODENCY DiscouNts: 
20 + consecutive issues receive 10% off. 
40 + consecutive issues receive 20% off 
50 + consecutive 
issues  
receive  25% ott 
Local
 rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers 
and SJSU students. staff faculty. 
First line in bold tor no extra charge up to 25 spaces 
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad 
charge of $3 per word 
Name 
City&Sene Zop code 
Phone
 
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted) 
Spartan 
Daily  Classifieds 
San Jose State University 
San Jose. CA 95192-0149 
 Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, 
Room  209 
? Deadline 10 00 a.m two 
weekdays before publication 
? All ads are prepaid  No refunds on canceled ads 
 Rates for consecutive publication dates only 
 
QUESTIONS?  CALL (408) 924-3277 
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25°4 OFF - Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for 
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 
 Lost & Found ads are offered free as a 
service
 to the campus community. 
Please check 
.1 
one 
classification:
 
_lost
 and Found' 
_Rental
 
Housing  
_Announcements  
_Shared  
Housing
 
_Campus  Clubs 
_Real Estate 
_Greek Messages 
_Services  
Events
 __Health/Beauty
 
_Volunteers
 
_Sports/Thrills
 
_For Sale 
_Insurance 
__Autos For Sale 
_Entertainment 
Electronics  
_Travel
 
Wanted  
Tutoring
 
Employment 
Word
 Processing 
Oppptunifies 
other 
persons
 or businesses. 
3pm. STUDENT ID 
REQUIRED.  
mama 
SPRING
 BREAK 3 days. 3 nights 
$375 SkiSnowboard Lake Tahoe 
Compete Package: Travel. 
Hotel. 
3 Day Litt Ticket. (800) 274-7005 
WWW tahoetripsunlimited.com
 
SPRING
 BREAK 
Best deals to Cancun.
 Cabo 
San Lucas & Rosanto
 Beach 
Call  
888.295-9669  
www,mexicospringbreak
 com 
FLY 
SUMMER  4 
WINTER  SS 
Europe $448 rt (+Lax) 
Par, Ams. 
Dus,  & more 
4standby.com 
or
 800-397-1098 
EVENTS
 
CHECK  OUT Freddie s new 
Espresso  
Drinks 
Milky
 Way. 
Coconut Almond Joy. and 
Caramellio 
SERVICES 
ADDR.COM
 
Leading Web Hosting and Web 
Design Company 
Immediate Account Activation 
Packages start at $7.95/mo 
Sales @addr.com 
HEALTH / BEAUTY 
IN PAIN? FREE 1 HR MASSAGE 
Car Accident, Work Injury 
Chiropractic  Health Care 
Ask  Nicole Ha (408) 821-5363. 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
Call
 BIRTHRIGHT 
408-241-8444 or 
800-550-4900 
FREE / CONFIDENTIAL 
WANTED 
PICK UP YOUR 
FREQUENT 
CUSTOMER CARD at Freddie's
 
Ice Cream & Desserts. Buy 10 of 
any item 
in the store. the 11th of 
that same item is always
 FREE! 
505 E. San Carlos St (on the 
corner of So. 11th 
by the 7-11). 
WANTED 29 PEOPLE 
to get 
$$PAID$$
 to lose up 
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days 
Natural.
 Guaranteed. 
Call
 (408) 793-5256. 
SMART PEOPLE 
to advertise 
in the 
Spartan  Daily Classifieds, 
INSURANCE
 
LOWEST AUTO INSuRANCE 
Lowest Down 
Payment  
Easy Payment
 Plan 
Good Student Discount
 
International Driver Welcomed 
No Driver Refused 
Call for
 Free Quotes 
408-272-0312 
pnninsurdaol
 com 
PNN INSURANCE
 AGENCY 
Daily 
Crossword
 
ACROSS
 
1 Dropped a 
line 
6 
Parsley 
serving
 
I 
Tend  the 
lawn
 
14 Long-legged 
bird 
15 
City  on the
 Nile 
16 
Expression
 
of 
disgust
 
17 Teamed up. as 
oxen
 
18
 "Our 
Miss 
Brooks"
 
star
 
19
 Day 
of
 the 
wk
 
20 
Cheerful
 tone 
22 
Goes  
out  with 
24 
Concealment
 
28
 Arrogant
 one 
30 
Contract
 item
 
31 Praise 
32 
Hemp 
products  
33 
Maunce
 Hines.
 
for one 
37 
Gonlia,  e g 
38 
Nitrogen  
and 
oxygen 
39
 
Manipulate  
40 Staff 
43 Brief 
45
 Steep 
rocks 
46 Filthy
 rich 
47 Coups 
50 
"La 
Mer"  
composer  
51 
Singer O'Day 
52 
"Bhagavad
 -" 
53 - and
 outs 
54 Muzzles 
57 Nuns' 
rooms 
62 
Pair
 
63 
Quench  
one's  
thirst 
64 
Spooky  
noise 
65 Knight
 s title 
66 
Caravan 
stops 
67 Small
 antelope
 
DOWN
 
1 Scientist's 
quest
 
on
 
2 
Antique  
auto  
PREVIOUS 
PUZZLE SOLVED
 
MOO
 
IMMO
 
BMW 
COM
 
ROME401  
MINIM
 
MOO  
IMMO
 
MOW
 
MOUND
 
INUMMUMM
 
0121AM 
MOM° 
WOOODUBUO
 
MONMEI
 
UMB  
0000  
OMB=
 
0000
 
VID000
 
MOM 
MMOIMM
 
COMB 
MMEI 
OMMOM  
MUUMMODIM
 
OMME1
 
WMOEI  
MMUMMME3
 
UMMONIO
 
MOO 
UNDEIRI  
BURN 
MEMO
 
OONWRI  
GRAM
 
MOM
 
MERAMD
 
@DOM
 
n1999unm.IF.1..srmt.o.  
3 Mork's 
planet  
4 Digit 
5 Infinite 
6 Rough.
 as a 
snake
 
7 
Hair  
line
 
8 
Get  - 
of 
(throw
 
out) 
9 Rage 
10 Balloon
 
compartment
 
11 
Civilian dress 
12 
Monsters
 
13 
Bridge  
ancestor  
21 
Finish
 the 
cupcakes  
23 
Envelope  abbr 
24 Bit of 
fabnc  
25 
Marry 
in haste 
26 
Heist,  
slangily  
27 
Street.  
in
 
Strasbourg
 
28 Oust 
29 
Roams  about 
31 
Relieves  
33 
Perky  flavors 
34 Part 
of Miss 
Muffet's
 diet 
35 
Curvy 
letters  
36 
Like
 tall 
grass  
38 
Pesky  insect 
41 Glasgow 
native 
42
 Florida city 
43 
Virginia
 cash 
crop 
44 
Water
 
in 
Quebec
 
46 Allow to 
47 
Invasions
 
48 Boredom
 
49 
Cap  s 
brim  
50 
Computer
 
storage  
items 
52 
Actor  
Hackman  
55 "Is
 that a yes 
- no?" 
56
 
Family  
mem  
58
 
Goof
 
59 
Flower
 
garland
 
60 
Chemist's 
workplace 
61 W 
nter  sports 
item  
MEM
 
MEMMM
 
MUM
 
Mil=  
MUM
 
Mil  
Mil=  
MEM
 
MEM  
WitiMME
 
ditidUMMM
 
MIME=
 
ONIMMEM
 
MEM  
MUM  
MEMNIMMUMW
 
MEM  
WM=
 
MN
 
AMMEMEMEM
 
MEM
 
MEM=
 
MiliMMEM
 
MEM=
 
MEM  
MIMI
 
Mil  
Mild=
 
AM
 
MUM
 
MIN=
 
MB 
AM=
 
MIIMME
 
THRUSDAY,
 FEBRUARY 22, 
2001
 
SAN 
JuSE
 
SIATI. 
UNIAI
 
Rs111  - SPARTAN 
DAILT
 
Cheerleaders!
 
Dancers!
 
Models!
 
Aerobic 
Instructors! and 
Songleaders!
 
A N 
JOSE 
I YX.10 
Western Division  
ChemplOnS
  
Saberkitten
 
Audition
 
Be a Sa0erKittent 
Saturday,
 March
 3, 2001 - 9:00
 
am 
Gym, 
382 Portage Avenue, Palo Alto 
Don't 
Wait!  Log -On to 
www.sanjosesabercats.com
 
for 
an 
Application
 
and all the details,  
or
 
Call
 
(408) 
573-5577
 
Be part of the 
Hottest  
Cheerleading Squad 
in the Bay Area... 
The 
San  
Jose
 
SaberKittens!
 
Closed
 
audition,
 
NO 
spectators  allowed.
 
San Jose SaberCats 
Log -On to 
2000
 Western Division 
Champions
 www.sanjosesabercats.com
 
Season
 
TIckets
 
or Call 
408/573-5577
 
